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STATE, SOCIETY, 
A N D  DEVELOPMENT

The n o tio n  o f  s o q a l  a n d  economic developm ent as a  c e n t r a l  g o a l  o f  
public policy and oif international concern emerged in the first decade after 
World War II as numerous former colonies, first in Asia and the Middle 
East, then in Africa and the Caribbean, gained political independence. For 
them, as for most of Latin America, political independence without steady 

^and broadly based improvement in economic capacities and in material 
levels of living would be a hollow achievement. If European and North" 
American countries could achieve high standards of material and social 
well-being for the great majority of their citizens, so could t^e later devel
opers. The knowledge and the technologies needed to overcome poverty, 
ignorance, and disease and to foster economic growth were presumed to be 
available. What seemed to be needed to fulfill these expectations were good 
leadership, sound policies, high-level skills, and additipnal capital; gener- 
oiis assistance with the latter two elements would be available from such 

^international agencies as the U n it^  Nations and the World Bank as well as 
from the wealthier industrialized countries. In the w^ke of economic 
development, open and democratic political and governmental institutions 
were expected to emerge.

Although the concept of development has been and remains imprecise, it' 
co n n ^ s  steady progress toward improvement in the human condition; 
reduction and eventual elimination of poverty, ignorance, and disease; and 
expansion of well-being and opporhmitv for all. It entails rapid change, but 
chan^^Ioneisinsuffident; it must be directed to specific eiids. D e ^ o p -  
mentinTOlves sbSetal transformation—political, social, and cultural as 
well as economicT if l i l i e s  modernization—secularization, industrial- 
iz a^ n . and~urbanization— b̂ut not necessarily Westernization. I tism uItP" 
diinendonal, with scholars and practitioners disagreeing, however, on 
relatfveemphasis,priority, and timing.
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6 MANAGEMENT DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

Development dimensions include:

1. Economic growth. The indispensable material base for a better life.

2. Equity. Fair distribution of the fruits of economic expansion.

\! 3. C (^ city. Cultivation o^Wlls, institutions, and incentives thaCenable
iocieties to sustain improvements and to cope with fresh challenges.

4. Authenticity. While learning from foreign experience, the distinctive 
qualities pf each society are expressed in its institutions and practices.

5. Empowepnent. Expanded opportunities for individuals and collectivi
ties to participate and m ^ e  their influence felt in economic and 
politipmlransactions.

These concepts are sufficiently elastic that they command a near univer
sal constituency that diverges, however, on specific applications. What has 
been and remains significant and distinctive to this era is that these aspira
tions are considered both legitimate and achievable on a universal scale, the 
framework forinspiring public policies both within less developed coun
tries (LEXZs) and in the major international institutions.

Originally, the scarce, fectors. for development were consideietLio be 
^  cap it^ o r inyestoentand tedmicalfikills. Orfiy later did it become apparent 
\/ that managerial capabilities and administrative institutions were a^o needed 

to gui^jE Snorem oductiro  use of idwsica^so u rces  andjadbanskills. 
Kfanagement could make arumportariit difference in mj_struggle a ^ in st 
poverty, disea.se. ignorance, and back\^rdness7^ o  some analysts/^is 
became the critical factor, since competent management could not only use 
available resources to good advantage, but could attract additional re
sources as well. Managerial skills and institutions, it was believed, could be 
readily developed. In this optimistic era it seemed not unreasonable to 
expect that the interv^ from economic "take-off' to "self-sustained growth" 
could be reduced to a single generation (Rostow 1960).

COMPETING PARADIGMS:
STATES, MARKETS, AND ASSOCIATIONS

These expectations and the strategies by which policies and progran^s 
would be shaped and implemented coincided with a period of high confi
dence in the efficacy and the beneficence of the modern state. By expanding 
the American state apparatus, the Roosevelt New Deal had overcome the 
debilitating economic depression of the 1930s. The wartime state in Britain 
and in the United States had mobilized and guided the resources and 
energies that finally defeated the Nazis and the Japanese. The economic
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recovery of Western Europe and Japan and the installation of welfare states 
were being successfully undertakeii under governmental leadership 
(Appleby 1945). John Maynard (1936) had shqv^jJbowJheLState^
could manage a capitalist, free-enterprise, market economy in such a way/' 
as to producesusSned^ononiic growth with full e m ^ y n ^ n t and p ric^  
stability! ~ ~-------- -

Consequently, the state corildand should be the prime mover in economic  ̂
development, a conviction that was shared by the”leaders of the newly 
independent states, by international and bilateral development assistance 
agencies, and by the great majority of scholars and publicists who provided 
the intellectual xmderpinning for this grand developmentonterprise. In the 
prevailing model of the mixed economy, most of. ihdustry, finance, and 
commerce would be p riva te ly^^ed  and o p e r ^ ^  disciplined primarily 
by market processes; gdvermnents would establish the policy framework 
for dSygEpiment, enforcejnvestment priorities, control abuses by regula- 
tionToperate major en terp ri^ tha t the private sector w asB eem ^ unjnter-1 
estgdJn.Sirjunsuitable for, provide a wide range ofessential public \ 
services from education to transportatiohto public health, from agricultural 
extension and irrigation to promoting ahdinnancing small indiistry^evel- 
opfngU (Lewis 1955). During the~I^ ^ th e U.S. Agency for International 
Development as well as the Worl3*15ank required ail governments that 
desired significant flows of ecoii^iicassistance fo produce comprehensive 
multisectoral, multiyear development plans as the govemmentally sanc- 
tiohed framework fOT~both m ^o-level economic policies and sectoral^ 
investments, public and private.

Although they recognized that the capacities of many LDC governments 
and their bureaucra a e i^ o~~uBdgfake^e complex burdens ofnational 
economic planning and macroeconomic^iahagement'as well as tn ^ e rw - 
ery*oFaho§txilBubIic^^ were limited andunderl!(msiderableistre5S7 
they nevertheless expected that these tegiporanTdeEdendes coidd be 
overcome wniTappiropriate technical aslS t^ce. The prevailing consensus 
regarded the state as the appropriate macroinstitution for guiding po
litical and social modernization and for managing economic development 
(Myrdal 1957; Higgins 1959). Skeptics and dissenters were brushed aside 
as reactionaries or cranks. LDC governments expanded their activities 
to intervene not only in the details of im ^tm ent and price policies, but also 
in the dir ect operation of economic and commercial enterprises in all sectors 
ofthe economy. Thg degree”af state involvement varied, but by theTate 
l97D§J!gQyi^ment had"Bec^e the dominant force in economic devetop-
n^nt strategy~ah(Tpa£tic^- ~  ~  ̂ ~~

“The rap d  and unexpected ascendancy of neoconservative ideology in the 
wake of the oil shock and the economic slowdown of the 1970s, followed by /  
political victories in Britain and the United States in 1979 and 1980, prompted \

V/
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ca fresh look at the state. The lenses for this reassessment reflected the deep 
hostility toward the state in neoconservative doctrine and their enthusiasm 
for private enterprise and markgy>rnresses (Friedman 1963; Hayek 1990). 
These suspicions appeared to be amply vindicated by the economic disar
ray and the fiscal bankruptcy that coiifronted so many overextended 
govenxinents of LDCs in the w ^ e  of the collapse of raw material prices and 

jl the debt .crises of the early 1980s. The evidence seemed to confirm the 
neoconservative expectancy: ma.ssive-incomppipnrp in the state's fiscal and 
economic inanagemenL in the provisionofpublic services, and in the affairs 
orpubK^cgqjQEatioiis; perverse policies that inhibited production and 
diStcgte^^onom ic incentives; widespread corruptmn/ne^tism,^olitical 
patrp^geTan^pfofligate wasfeof resources; governments overloaded far 
b ^ o n d  their modest financial and managerial capabilities.
/  ^  the neoconservative world view, the overblovoLState, to paraphrase 

Y'T^esidenLReagan, had become the problem, imt the solution. Prescriptions 
for LDCs followed their standardTrorauUas for indusfnaDied states: Shrink 
to the minimmn the role of the state in the economy, privaflze and deregu- 
late,^and rely as much as possible on market±icentives-and market disci- 
(pline. The prime mover for economitgrewth must be freeprivatp en terpri rp, 
not the state that was inherently inefficient, wastefuTof scarce resources,
I vulnerable to corruption, and threatening to individual liberty, especially to 
(freedom of enterprise. Sponsored by the Reagan^and Thatcher govern
ments, supported by the new economic gianti^ermany and Japan, 
mented bvtheWorld Bank and the InternatlonarM onetaixl^dnM F), the 
new jjrthod^^ eridironed neoclassical economics as the proper guide for 
growth andTdevelopment. The^tate^vwuld Ircnceforth be restricted to 
functions that could not be privatized; markets would supplant the state as 
the centerpiece of development strategy.

Prior to the collapse of the state-centered paradigm, an alternative per- 
spectivearoseiba^ sifpiedprirn^Ynpifh^n sfafps l ihT^^g
the thesis o^^veIopm lenrff5iirbe^^ that very cbnsiderablo^pacity  for 
mobilizing resources, providing needM services, an^ dispensing mutual 
self-he^T^emained latent and unta p p ^  within society .^spedaUv in local 
conmunoitigs fOwens and^haw 1972). By'activating these underutilized 
potentials, communities could be encouraged by voluntary initiative and 
by drawing on traditional patterns of cooperation to take greater responsi
bility for their own development, to build participatory institutions that 
would reflect the interests of their members and respond to their needs and 
preferences rather than to those of distant governments or profit-seeking 
capitalists. Through their own self-managed instihiHons, the people could 
toke responSiSnity for their own self-reliant development along democratic 
Ug|3. In contrast to top-dovm models in wnicn governments or capitalist 
firms "deliver" development to the people, leadership and initiative vvould
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rise from the grassroots. Enthusiasm for commimity development—aided 
self-help—^was an early, if naive, expression of confidence in development 
from below (Holdcroft 1978). Grassroots initiatives would be abetted by the 
innovation or rediscovery of technologies appropriate to small-scale, labor- 
intensive activities in resource-poor environments (Schumacher 1973). \X 

These contrasting perspectives on development were readily reduced by 
some of their more zealous proponents to exclusive and dogmatic ideolo
gies. TcLadyocates of state-centered strategies— ând this included most of 
the leadinglntellectuals and government leaders in Third World countries, 
Marxists and Vion-Marxists alike—only the state could represent all the 
diverse elements in society, transform them into a unified general interest, 
guide^e^opm ent in directions th^t were both ettective and egditable, and 
bmlHmodern in te ^ a t^  national commiifuties (Esman 1966). LJnregulated 
marketscatered foTR^wrbng ethos, to individual egoism ratherThan social 

"BTilldarity; they tended to benefit a Small miinority of self-seeking
( f f -

businesspeople. manv>oftEeir^oreigners, a ^  to neglect or exploit th e re a t 
majority of the people (Nyerere 1975). Local and voliintary associations 
tended to be traditional and parochial in their outlook and to be dominated 
all too often by entrenched, reactionary, self-seeking elites.

In the opposite camp, proponents of market-based strategies argued that 
competitive profit seeking pro videS~tne only effectiveincervfi^for eco- «. 
nomic etticiency^ndeconomic growth that, in the long run; would benefit ^  
S& membCTS ̂ ociety. CompetitiTO discipline in free markets was tKemosTC^ 
reliable regulator of economic abuses. Government interference reduced 
economic efficiency at the cost of economic growth, diverted resources into 
wastetul nonproductive diaiu[e6r,"crrrcl rewarded incompetence, corrup
tion, and political favoritism.

Supporters of development from below tended to distrust and disparage 
the motives and the capabilities of governments and of profit-seeking 
private enterprise, both of which exploit the people in similar ways. They 
glorifigi  the unrealizecT^tentialsof grassroots communities and volun- 0 ,) 
tqry aiibCiatiofisToempower their members and solvelheir own p r^ le ms 
by self-reliant collective initi^ive. The process would be participatory and 
aembcrafici and the outcome~would be the satisfaction of social and 
material needs as defined by the intended beneficiaries of development 
strategies. Thus the competing strategies for development came to be 
clothed with heavy layers of ideological armor, each proclaiming its par
ticular perspective as the unique and exclusive path to economic salvation..

In their more pragmatic, less evangelistic moods, partisans of these three 
strategies have been prepared to concede that these caricatures have prac- 
ticalTimitations. Except for the Stalinist fringe, advocates of state-centered 
strategies have been wiUingrtO'concede_that for-many ernnomic  tasks, 
private entaptis£-lP-fa™ir>g/ manufacturing, andxommerce'is likely to

^  . 

<w>rk<
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perform more productively and efficiently than state enterprises and that 
I governments should facilitate their activities through market-based incen- 
I xSves. They have also acknowledged the potential of local initiative through 
/  voluntary associations, as long as such associations do not challenge the 

hegemonic role of the state or the stability of existing regimes. Spokespeople 
for private enterprise were prepared to concede a necessary if limited role 
for tFe state m est^ ish in g  p o h q ^ a m e ^ rks favorable to^rivate initia- 
tive, protecting property, enforcing contracts, preventing monopoly, and 
providing essentiaLrniblic services, including education, transportation, 
and sanitation. They argued that taxes, however, should be kept low and 
subsidies that distort market processes should be avoided or minimized. 
They had no objection to cooperatives and other forms of volvmtary initia
tive, especially if these substituted for government and were free of state 
subsidies. Pari a n s  of deyglop"̂ ĝ <̂̂  frpm below conceded some need for 
government, especially for activities on a scale and at levels (^echnological 
complexity that precluded action by local organizations,^ long as they, 
and private enterprise as well, recognized the primacy of self-managed 
local imtitutions as service providers at the local level wherever this was 
feasiblejGovemments could "wholesale" resources and services that would 
then Se managed at the retail level by local associations.

These contending ideologies engaged the honest convictions of partici
pants and attentive publics in industrialized as well as Third World coun
tries. Implicit in these ideologies are very practical questions, including 
relative power and control over resources among politicians and govern
ment officials, businesspeople and capitalists, and leaders of commtmity 
and volimtary associations. The more strident the ideological claims, the 
more these competing interests tended to be expressed in uncompromising 
zero-sum language. In many countries, these disputes had ethnic implica
tions as well, since private wealth and business skills on the one hand and 
government office holding on the other were seldom equally distributed 
among ethnic commvmities (Schermerhorn 1970; Horowitz 1985). The 
vigorous promotion of the free-market model by W estem governments and 

,by the World Bank, often as a condition for extending desperatelymeeded 
/financial assistance, seemed to government elites to be designed to shift 
 ̂power in their societies to businesspeople, foreign as well as indigenous, 
and to align local business interests with foreign interference in national 

.sovereignty, a form of neoimperialism. Thus disputes over appropriate 
(models of development involved not merely ideological preferences or 
(technical issues of economic efficiency, but ultimate control over economic 
and political resources. The political dimensions of economic strategies 
have beeiTispecially transparent to the main actors in LDCs.

During the 1970s, spokespeople for these governments propagated an 
elaborate rationale that imputed their economic shortfalls primarily to
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external neocolonial dependency, to exploitative international.economic 
regimes that extracted low prices for Third World commodities, blocked the 
entry of finished-^'odtt6t& to the markets of industrialized' rmmtries.

' monopolized modern production techn^gies, an3 denied them access to 
, V investment funds and foreign assistance in sufficient quantity and on 

) reasonable terms (Amin 1976; Frank 1972). These grievances were reduced
to an ideology that was endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly 
as a program for a "New International Economic Order" (Sauvant and 
Hasenpflug 1977).

Spokespeople for the industrialized countries, in contrast, tended to 
ascribe the econOmiefeilures of Third World coimtries primarily to internal 

' factors—perverse economic policies that penalized prodnrtinn. suhsiHizp^
j\ consumption, discouraged private enterprise, and proliferated inefficient, 

o y ^ ^ a ^ d ,  and undeimotivateddepartments and enter^Tlsgsln the public 
sector (World Bank~1987). Why could not most inird'W orld countries 
capitalize on opportunities in the expanding international economy, like 
their successful coimterparts in Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, and Thailand, 
instead of blaming their problems on outsiders, foreign exploitation, and 
international institutions?

This ideological standoff dissolved during the 1980s with the recognition 
that low and unstable commodity prices were hurting and continue to 
penalize many developing countries, but that their basic problems, like 
those in the Soviet Union, should be blamed less on outside factors than on 
unworkable ^onomic_policies and practices plus serious deficiencies in 
management, especially in the institutions and organizations of the state. 
T h e r^  how a broad consensus that priority must be a.ssi gned to addressing 
the critical[internal problems of economic policy and n^nagem ent ]

EMERGENCE OF A PRAGMATIC CONSENSUS

Thd^economic agony of the 1980s, the widespread increase in deprivation 
and suffering, and the palpable declines in living standards in many LDCs 
have prompted a desperate search for economic policies and arrangements 
that can work, that can overcome economic stagnation, generate employ
ment, increase output, and restore fiscal solvency to the state. The result has 
been the relaxation of ideological rigor; an inclination to compromise; a 
greater willingness, especially among government elites, to consider and to 
try new approaches and fresh policies; and an openness to pragmatic 
meastues that allow greater scope for private enterprise and market forces. 
The examples of Chinese, Soviet, and Eastern European leadership in 
experimenting with private initiative and market incentives have been 
impressive, while the passing of the Reagan-Thatcher era has opened space
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V ' for less dogmatic approaches from Western sources. As a result of harsh 
economic necessity and a renewed openness to pragmatic measures, we 
may be withessing the end or at least the suspension of ideology concerning 
strategies for Third World development and the emergence of a new era of 
consaJS«»ft^ics.

/ T l^ first s ig i^ f this new pragmatism is the increased willingness among 
p a r t i ^ a n ts ^ d  analysts alike to address e^nondcperformance of the 
s t ^  as an empirical question that may vary from counH^^ttrcountgLand 
even with successive regimes in the same country. Where-eifipincd evi
dence highlights incompetence or resistance to economic rationality, the 
presumption is to seek and develop competence outside government, in 
market processes or in local and voluntary associations. Where govern
ments manifest integrity and ability, they can safely be entrusted with a 

(wide range of responsibilities. Choices regarding governmental regulation 
'or participation in economic activities and relations between the state and 
' markets are to be made at the margin in response to pragmatic judgments, 
'rather than as deductions from absolutist ideological positions.

The extravagant claims of the ideologues on all sides have broken down 
in their confrontation with the complex reality of development. This reality

,  ^ t ^ o  the siTmiltanRni3.s. fragility of markets and of private economic 
initiatives and the weaknesses-of-locaLassociational capacities when con
fronted w th  the challenges of economic stagnation The experience of the 

iS underscored the tendency of governments to overreach their 
r financi^)and m^na^rial capaciti^  while overlooking and often thwarting 

^^^^Capabifities presenCcTr ratentirrsociety. Yet the fact remains that initiatives 
froth nongovemmentalsQurces are often feeble and unreliable; even when 
they show^ignsjiLvigor, they depend heavily jan policies, supports, and 
serviceslhatCBly agenciesjofthe state can supply. Sustained action oriented 
m ernnomir deve1npment_Eequkes.contihuaL£Xchanges befaaeeu-the insti- 
hiHnns of state and society. The enactment of policies and the delivery of 
services by government cannot be effective unless they evoke responsive 
behavior by the segments of society to which they are addressed. Likewise, 
initiatives from private enterprise or local associations are likely to falter in 
the absence of complementary services and supports by government. As 
these vital interactions^d interdependenciesLComeiQ-b&appredated. the 
dogmatic and exclusive claims of the ideologuesLon-alLsideaJQse their 
credibility.

Thus the beginning of wisdom  in the shaping of developm ent strategies 
is to abandorLas guides to action the dogmatic ideologies-that have con- 
foimded deYelopment jaolicy andjngnagemept iruecentyears. H ieiupda- 
m^ a l  realibLihatshould shape the manaeempnt of social and pronomir 
deyelopmentis  the essential interdependence of governments, markets.
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and voluntary action. Their relationships do not constitute zefo-sum com- 
petition, |?^t rather complementarities that have to evolve in specific 
patterns for each sector of social and economic activity. Market institutions, 
government insHhiidon^ 'and coiiimtifiSFyInstitutions all need to be acti
vated and strengthened, while supportive linkages among them need to be 
shaped and cultivated. Capabilities to mobilize and use resources, to invest, 
to operate facilities, and to provide seri e s heed~tb be THjgntffiecTan'd 
fostered in each of the sectors that contribute to societal development.

A certain amormt of competition and of redundancy among govemmefif 
agencies, private entrepreneurs, and volimtary associations is inevitable, 
even desirable. Through experience, however, viable divisioiis of labofand” 
amiplementarities are likely to emerge. Since managerial capacities repre
sent what is often the scarce and c^tto l factor, the ability to design and 
sustain purposeful collective action, managerial skills and managemenlj 
mstitutiqns need to be identified, enhanced, and released in every sector of 
society. PresuinpHons abouf sources of initiative and the kinds of liidcage

of w her^he greater competence seems to lie, and they maywelLdifferiror 
place to place and issue to issue. This has been the underlying premise of\ 
mixed economies in industrialized societies, and it is especially relevant to 
LDCs, where capabilities and incentives to mobilize resources and to 
manage complex activities are in very short supply. The logic of the service

moot is one ^ t h e"main themes that^^U be elaboratedJrt-thisJ^Qok. 
Development management is at the nexps of the ongoine dialectic between 
stateamd^Qciety.

THE STATE AND THE BURDEN OF ADJUSTMENT

A priori claims for precedence—not to mention monopoly—as the prime  ̂/  
mover ofdeyelopment for the state through its bureaucracies, or the market  ̂
tlu o u ^ p̂ vate  enterprise, or popular initiatives through local associations; 
are therefore not helpful in this emerging, more pragmatic environment. In \  
view of^enpnapiis needs and limited capacities, there is ample space for ^  
development iniUaHvesfamn aUthese sources. The burden oTa^ 
however, does not fall equally on all parties. Qven the demonstrated 
tendency of most Third World elites to promote state initiatives -and of 
governments to overextend their reach well beyond their financial and 
managerial capabilities at heavy cost to economic efficiency and to displace 
other sources of initiative, the burden of self-limitation must, for the balance 
of this century at least, fall primarily on governments. For even after states 
yield the operation of manufacturing and commercial enterprises to private
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firms and of collective farms to peasant proprietors, allow most prices to be 
set by market processes, and facilitate the provision of certain services by 
local associations, their remaining f esponsibilities will more than challenge 
their financial and managerial capabilities. Substantial shrinkage in the 
overblown ambitions and operations of the state can actually increase its

. effectiveness as an agent of social and economic development.
 ̂ gtetgs y f f l j^ e s s a r ^  remain central actors in developmentROlicy^n^
developme n tmanagement. They must mobilize revenues thigugbJax^' 
tira, custmns, a r^  borrowmg; manage public N ances, indudiijg^foreign 
e2^ang.eL and allocate~anHcontrol.subJt3fltigLluf^  fojLja-jnjaaad-pf 
ggv£rnment-sponsprg^£rogranis. They must construct, operatei^idjnaii'- 
tainjhe pRsential phy.sical iiifrastructure of ports, XQa^/ bridges, electric 
power, water supply, and telecommunications. They must provide fm'

turalrgsearch and extension, conserve land and forest resources, protect the 
natural environment, and maintain institutions that ensure social order, 
protect lives and property, enforce contracts, and guarantee the security 
needed to foster investment and facilitate economic transactions. These are 
development-related activities that even minimalist governments must 
undertake, excluding industrial promotion and the numerous welfare- 
related activities that modem governments are pressxrred to imdertake, 
if only on a modest scale. Any redistribution of resources or of opportunities 
in the interest of equity toward deprived classes, disadvantaged regions, 
or discontented ethnic communities must be initiated and implemented 
^  the state, since markets by their inherent lo aCArejllreilulEIieAloilg^^ 
redistributiye_actiyifigs. This applies, for example, to programs intended 
Itojm ptw e the social status-and reccignize.andjcevyard the econpmicrples 

f women (Dwyer and Bruce 1988; Charlton, Everett, and Staudt 1989).
To finance these responsibilities, states in LDCs must extract fifteen to 

twenty percent of gross national product (GNP) in revenues. As the largest 
employer 'by Md especially of educated manpower, they must recmit, 
deploy, motivate, compensate, and control a civil service dispersed territo
rially and through specialized bureaucratic stmctures that are essential to 
the performance of public services but are vulnerable to overstaffing, 
incompetence, abuse of power, cormption, nepotism, and similar failings. 

^/^The managerial tasks confronting these governments are enormous, even 
when full allowance is made for maximum participation by private enter
prise and voluntary associations (Bryant and White 1982). The management 

I-of the resoiurces and the implementation of activities that are inextricably 
associated with the state are challenges of very great consequence that can 
imhke vital differences in the lives of tens of millions of people. Neither 
jcapital alone, nor modern skills and institutions alone, nor sound economic 
pohcies alone are sufficient to promote and sustain the development
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process. All are needed, but in the absence of competent management in the 
public sector, these other capabilities caimot yield the desired developmental 
outcomes. What, then, are the content and the scope of the concept of public- 
sector management for development that will inform this book?

ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT,
AND LEVELS OF ANALYSIS

Among students and writers concerned with the public sector, the terms 
"administtatiop^an d  "management" have been employed interchange 
ably, the distinctions between them beine imprecise and everiidiosyncratic. 
^^pJ^eTounders of the development acEunistrationlnovement m theT^e 

^̂̂ S ^ F ^blic administration for developnier ^ i ^evelopm gni^^l^ihis^ 
^~~Tiontoclude3^5r^igher-level"tasKs^ senior pubhcofficiaiE^'R^ 

policyTtS<ing decisiohsr^fig~supervising thglmplementation of go;ygm-  ̂
mSiractivities orientecTn^to iwrmal routines, but to me promotion of 

 ̂̂  sdclal and economic development (Riggs 1971). Management, by infer^ce,
J  was a more limited concept involving the details of government procedures /  

and tb e j iu ^ e s  of program implem entati^ . MoHbf the literature and the /  
courses oTinstructioii on development administration established interna-\ 
tionally, many of them in LDCs' imiversities and institutes of public \ 
administration, seemed to accept thi$ conventional distinctiotj between J  
administration and management.

Begirming in the 1980§, and for arcane reasons that have eluded this'p 
author, the connotaSon of ihese two terins seems to have switched. "Mam,^ 
agement" is now on top, while "administration" impfiS^ubordinate, ’ 
i^]^!litnental routines. 1 have been a d v ise S ^  younger Colleagues that 1 
have all along been thinking and writing about public-sector managemmt 
for development, not administration. In deference to the prevailing prefer- 
ence, this is the term that I use in this book to describe and analyze the 
phenomena that at one time I was pleased to designate as development 
administration. To most laypeople and practitioners, these terms remain 
effectively interchangeable. .Schools of business administration and- qf 
business management teach the same subjects; somewhat different subjects 
are taught at institutions that designate themselves as schools of public 
management or schools of public administration. This terminological con
fusion was nicely finessed by the U.S. government two generations ago 
when a Division of Administrative Management was established in the 
Bureau of the Budget undeTthe Executive Office qf the President.

When we address the reality of public-sector management oriented to 
development, we encounter a real problem: the appropriate level or Ig y ^  
j^Shalysis. In some^ircles, especiafiyamong economists, pupiic-s^tor
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n\anagerrient refers to the macro management of the national ̂ onom y:It_, 
focuses on the economic policy trameWOfK^d on specific pollconstru- 
Inynts by which econo^^ incentives •are'b^ieved to be enhanced and 
economic behavibr is regulated and discipliried. The^management of the 
economy is a matter of the right policyxhoi^s that detffinine how the many 
and divCTse economic actorsTIh thg|Mvate sector as well as in governmgftt, ~ 
will behave. The concept of public mana^emenFamong some”3eveiopihent 
economists once involved government-sponsored and -sanctioned eco
nomic plaiming and the channeling of resources, especially for investment, 
according to priorities set by the plah (Waterston 1965). With the current 
ascendancy of neoclassical econohucs, the main manager^ l tasks areto get, 
pnces right and allow competitive markets to do their job. In either case, the 
expectatioii is thatlnacroeconomic policies can leverage widespread re
sponses among ffumerous individual economic actors—producers, trad
ers, and consumers. Macroecoiiomic management, however, functions at_a. 
level'of activity somewhat'remote from the main operations of government. 

TlTe7fi^.jlevel of a n a lv ^ a n d  action inypb^ s  concrete policigS-and

regulatea£©rt5nlorms of economic aridspcialbehagflr^w^Km 
th i instItutionTand instrumentalities of goverr m ^ t. Tfys is the range of 
activities that engages the efforts of'most government employeerahdTd 
F^ilchailmodems^ rafimiiniTett'ftmaOTieySd^^ 
t6~agnculture, educaKoiThealth ancfs^ and urban affairs. Within
each of these sectors may be several programs or discrete project^; related 
sets of activities are administered by specialized bureaucracies and aggre
gated into departments for purposes of planning, operations, and control. 
Most of these activities are dispersed over territorial space, requiring the 
presence of government staff in field stations supervised by bureaucratic 
hierarchies (Smith 1985). Most of the effort of government officials, whether 
they are employed by line departments or by semiautonomous public 
corporations (parastatals), involves the management of resources provided 
by government. These same activities, however, require continuous inter- 
action with_private-finterprises, local communities _and associations^^ and 
individual members of thej^blic. The concept of publicjoaaoageKienthas 
usuaUy focused on the rules and practices by which gov ernment:§BQhsqted y 

'^rogrartiS, are designed, implemented, an d ^ a lp a tecL 
, ^  T^aghlpl level of analysis arid of atton, the inicro level of management^
' refem ^u^nerationsofindividu^enterprises^Tari^,^househol3s7c^ ^

mtmitiSTand loc^ associatioiist With the sifflificant~eXception^nqcal 
^ ^en m ren ts7 w h o s^ ev e |o ^ ^ h  roleJn most LDCs has-heen quite 
hmHidrm ost of these_entities are„in privateJiands, independent centgis^f 

andTc t i^ T h is  isTRe lev^'bTmanagement that most directly 
affects the greht majority of people in their daily lives. These entities may be
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directly affected for better or worse by macroeconomic policies and by the 
operations of government agencies.-. This is not, however, the level of 
activity normally included in the concept of public administration or 
public-sector management. 

yj The focus of concern in this book is the large intermediate band between 
'^macroeconomic managMnent and the great variet^roTindividual micro- 

leveT ^ tl^s . It includesjhe  functionally specialized sectors and programs 
oTadiMnEal are authorized by, rontroUed by, and accoimtable to the state; 
staffed by officials and employees of government: and financed by funds 
provided directly by goveriunentjar siibjecLto government control and 
supervision. In addition tojTinelaitivities that extract resources, regulate 
behavior,^ild_produce and deliver services^ this includes such "staff" or 
auxiligjy services as the, allocatiouand control o£ public expenditures, the 
managen^nt of public employment, and the prociu-ement of goods and 
services for use by government agencies. Management at this level also 
covers the governance of.territoiiallyjdelimited authorities below the level 
of theetate; this usually involves efforts to develop a particular region or to 
integrate specialized services within its boimdaries.

This vast array of state-sponsored activities—functiojpally specialized line^  
^ngraim , staff services, and territorialhdbased operations—constitutes thes " ^  
domain of publicrsector managelpent as conceived in. this hook.^ 
Macroeconomic policies provide part of the policy .context within which 
these affairs are conducted. Development managers may exert considerable 
influence over the shaping and elaboration of such policies and are mainly 
responsible for their implementation. On the other hand, the innumerable 
micro-level units that own, control, and manage most of the resources 
available to society are the objects of taxation and regulation and the 
intended beneficiaries of the services sponsored by the state. In some cases, 
they serve as intermediaries between government and individual members 
of society. Many micro-level entities are linked with government agencies 
through com plS patternTof in ter^ ion  and transactions in the networks 
that eiJChange mtormation and resources’aTfd'SSend services well beyond 
the range that g5vCTfiments canTjormally rearlr 

iJevdopment m anners mustoccupy themselves not only with the inter
nal affairs of the organizations'for which they are directly responsible, but 
also with the external environment that is relevant to their mission. Public- 
secteg: managers at the sector and program levels may try to influence 
macro-level policy decisions and especially budgetary ^locations, but for 
the most part, these must be accommodated and accepted as givens that 
cofbtrain the management of activities for which these managers are 
responsible. They must maintain their organization, ensuring its viability 
and capacity to perform. They must supervise the performance of their 
substantive regulatory or service activities. And they must respond to and

ioAiy
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attempt to influence the behavior of other organizations with which they 
interact in the implementation of their programs—the challenge of linkage 
management (elaborated in Chapters 5 and 6). These several functions of 
developmatif may require divisions of labor in senior ranks in all but the 
smallest organizations. Public-sector managers are normally not involved 
in the management of micro-level vmits in society, although they must be 
aware of circumstances within those important segments of their external 
environment. This includes the needs, preferences, and convenience of their 
"clients" or publics. They attempt to affect behavior in micro-level entities, 
as such entities exert what influence they can to shape government services 
and regulations to their interests, preferences, and convenience.

Take, for example, the vital field of agriculture. Third W orld gov emments 
sponsor and provide an array of services intended to implement policies 
that facilitate the production and marketing of crops, livestock, and forest 
products. Some of these activities are organized as functionally specialized 
programs within a line department of agriculture; examples of such pro
grams are research and extension, plant protection, and range manage
ment. Other activities may be organized as public-sector enterprises, for 
example, a farm credit or crop marketing corporation; others may. be 
structured on a territorial basis, to develop the agricultural potential of a 
particular watershed or region. All of them are subject to an economic policy 
regime, including interest rates and foreign exchange availability, that may 
constrain budgetary allocations, determine the prices of inputs, and affect 
the marketability of crops, thereby conditioning the incentives governing 
producers, processors, and marketers at the micro level.

These agricultural sector illustrations could be extended to the construc
tion and maintenance of highways, health and sanitation, the promotion of 
small industry, and similar activities sponsored and roanaged by the state. 
Government itself and public-sector management are inherently pluralistic 
phenomena, a concept that will be elaborated in the next chapter. The 
managers of all such programs do, however, face the common problems of 
designing, implementing, and controlling activities that are authorized and 
financed by the state, constrained by public law, accoimtable to govern
ment, and impact on particular microentities or segments of the public. 
Within the public sector, these diverse activities may be more or less 
integrated by common govemmentwide rules and practices or by routine 

^■0 i*ad hoc coordinating arrangements. The middle band of actiyitifig— 
between macrosocietal and macroeconomic policies on the one hand and 
thjmffleroiB hougeholds and enterprises that makej ^ th e  primaiyjmits 
of society^onstitu tes the plmalistic realm Qfjublic-sector ma.paKgment 
that is the subject of this_bQok.

The reader will have noted that the scope of development management as 
sketched ip this chapter is limited to the executive arms of the state, those
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entities that are responsible for implementing the policies and programs of 
government. Legislative and judicial organs of the state are excluded, not 
because their functions are uninteresting or unimportant, but because most 
of their activities are not managerial. The same applies, to political partigs, 
and m^ s t  groups, essential as tliey.areJcLdemQcratic4)olitical develop
ment and to what many observers believe to be a fundamental ongoing 
transition from authoritarian to democratic polities in Eastern Europe and 
many LDCs, especially in Latin America. Although parliaments, courts, 
and political organizations need to be managed, this is a modest dimension 
of their roles (Baaklini'and Heaphey 1977; Loewenberg and Patterson 1979). 
As this book is not a text in comparative politics, and as its scope already 
cries out for tighter boundaries, it seems reasonable to limit the concept of 
public-sector management to the executive regulatory and service-provid
ing agencies of the state.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT - 

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT -

As interest in this subject has expanded, two competing perspectives have 
emerged. The first focuses on the development of managerial capabilities 
and institihions„ Underlying this approach is the assumption that

im nSp, jhe vmious^entities in^the puMc^se^or^will be

emment requires, to use resources efficiently, to solve fresh problems as 
they arise, and to sustauHncrea^gly complex and sophisticated actiyities 
over time. This, in brief, constitutes the capacity-str^ g ^ ning and institu- 
tion-building perspective in development management (HonadLe and Van... 
Sant 1986). The jpproach emphasizes the management of_caBCrete 
development activities, arguing that the public sector must conce_ntrate_Qp 
performance—on delivering the gQQdsA-Jneetirig_needj,_^n.^pro v id i^  
^ n gibleb^^fits. TKeseihorter-term e x ^ nci£s,_itJs_Mgaed,.m^ t  tajke

building; mckfid/ successful ejipejiencfiJa^mjgmin-gpgratipns-aiiduD, 
concrete problem solvingJsih&smesLway to develop and sustain manage
rial capacity.

Taking sides on this issue is not likely to be productive. Long-term 
capacities must be developed in government and in the private realm. As 
these capacities are unlikely to evolve spontaneously, governments must be 
prepared to invest in individual and organizational capabilities. At the 
same time, policies must be carried out, programs must be operated, and 
services must be delivered with such managerial resources as exist. Both
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objectives mtist be pursued simultaneously, notasiradedjffsM t as comple
mentary measures. Therefore I look upon development management as 
comprising both the (Strengthening of manaeerial rapahilities ̂ that can 
sustain complex activities through time and changing circumstances and 
the ongoin^iinanagement of development program s^ the public sector.

In LDCs, however, there is a special need to prevent the longer-term 
development of human skills and institutional capacities from being over
whelmed in the behavior of governments and of external donors as well by 
short-term programmatic exigencies. What most distinguishes advanced 
societies and their governments is not their "culture," nor their natural 
endowments, nor the availability of capital, nor the rationality of public 
policies, but precisely the capacities of their institutions and the skills of 
mdmdiials^Jiicluding those ofjjaanagemfint. Together these reflect their 
differentialcapacitieSTontilizeresources,capitalize on opportunities,and 
adjust to changes. The availability of these capacities to act in the otherwise 
impoverished economies of Eastern Europe is what tempts the World Bank 
and other donors to shift resources from Asia, Africa, and Latin America to 

^Eastern Europe, the expectation being that aid funds will be u§ed more 
productively where ^ctimx^agacities, including human skills and institu- 

‘ tions, are bettgrdevdoped. Thus, while ongoing operations must, of course, 
be irnplementeov^ ^  capabilities exist, it is criticaLt(xthe-future_of 
LDCsjhat substantial energies arid resources bededicatedfoandinvested 
irrtheSnhancen^FoftHehuinairxesource^ institutional capaCitiesihat 
determine theability of societies to achieve and sustain economic develop- 
ment. In an important sense, this is what development is all about. For that 
reason, the emphasis in this book tilts decidedly in the direction oEcapacity 
enhancement) especiaUy in the field of public management.

I

HIERARCHY AND ITS ALTERNATIVES WtW

Both the literature and the practice of classical public administration reflect 
a pronounced hierarchical, top-down bias. This is a consequence oTtire 
persistent nineteenth-century doctrine of state sovereignty—which all con
temporary Third World elites have adopted-^5nd the derivation of admin- 
istraflye law from this concept. Public administration is, in one dimension, 
an expression of the sovereignty of the state. Policies are determined and 
emmciated at the political levels of government; programs are shaped and 
refined by senior administrators. They are implemented through central
ized bureaucratic hierarchies that enforce accoimtability upward from 
subordinate to senior officials. Citizen influence is exercised, when this is 
feasible, through the political process by elections, political party channels, 
and interest groups. In relation to state bureaucracies, the pubUc is on the
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receiving end of regulations and services designed by remote but politically 
responsible officials. Because of this remoteness, readily construed as 
neglect and even exploitation, the state and its agents are often experienced 
and perceived by publics in LDCs as irrelevant and even harmful to their 
interests and nee<^.

This hierarchical pattern necessarily reflects the perspectives, prefer
ences, and convenience of senior administrators acting in the name of their 
political superiors.'The perspective from below, however, may be entirely 
different, since the specific ne^ds,.preferences, and convenience of "client" 
publics cannot as a practical matter be consulted through centralized 
patterns of decision making and operation; neither can the knowledge or 
experience of managers or civil servants below the senior ranks, and 
certainly not those on the ground who are in contact with the public, though 
they are responsible for the actual implementation of government-spon
sored programs. The best they can do is to interpret rules and procedures 
in practical ways that seem adaptable to specific local situations, to get the 
job done in a manner not inconsistent with standard top-down instructions. 
The same discretion that permits needed flexibility may, however, also 
occasion corruption, favoritism, and similar abuses.

By the standard criteria of effectiveness and efficiency, not to mention 
responsiveness to public preferences, a strong case can be made for incor
porating perspectives from the public arid from middle-level and ground- 
level civil servants. How can such bottom-up perspectives be introduced 
into development management while the necessities of accountability, 
control, and even equity are likely to continue to require a considerable 
measure of centralized decision makings and hierarchical administration? 
The need to relax'the prevailing top-down bias in order to accommodate 
more input from below, from the public and from working levels of state 
bureaucracies, must be addressed in any meaningful treatment of develop
ment naanagement. This too is a theme that will be explored and elaborated 
in this book.

THE CHALLENGE OF DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

After a slow start, marked by limited effort and considerable skepticism, the 
development commvmity— l̂eaders of Third World governments as well as 
donor agencies—has come to accef>t development management as a neces
sary component of economic and social development. The importance of 
inanageinent and the privity attached to it have been more evident to the 
political and administrative elites of Third World countries than to most of 
the development assistance agencies. The latter have been dominated by 
economists to whom correct economic policies and investment allocations
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have been the keys to efficient resource utilization and economic growth. 
Their tendency to overlook and even disparage administration has been 
reinforced by sectoral specialists for whom the right technical choices in 
agriculture, engineering, and medicine are of decisive importance.

I Recently, however, major donor agencies have begun to recognize that 
/ the paralysis of many of the policy reforms they have promoted and the 
/ recurring failures of many of the projects they sponsor and finance, includ- 
/ ing thSThability of governments to sustairrthem after donors have termi- 
/ nated their assistance, have been due to in ^ t  implementation by 
/ governments, including serious deficiencies in management. Often the 
I management dimension had not been attended to in the shaping of policies 

or in project design, or had been attached only as an afterthought. Rhetorical 
recognition Ofth^ management factor has seldom been matched either by 
increased priority in design or by addition to their staffs of specialists in 

^development management. Modest progress has, however, been realized, 
I '^eluding  the establishment in the World Bank of small public-sector 

[j (management units in three of its regional bureaus and of a central policy 
/unit operating under the rubric of "institutional development." More 
''recently, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) has launched 
la $60 million Management Development Program. Vague references to 
deficiencies in "governance" is further recognition that donor-assisted 

jdevelopment will continue to be thwarted unless the problems of manage
ment capabilities and managerial performance are directly addressed.

The modest but persistent attention to these problems over three decades 
by a small and scattered cadre x>r«:holars and scholar-practitiohers has 
^oduced-a-bodv of tfieoreticallv and empiricaUy b a ^  knowledge tTiaFlS 
available to inform both policy and practice. Until the late 1970s, theTulk of 
fhis research and writing was produced,by Western, principally American, 
pcholars. Many of them had be^involvedm  te c h i^ l-assistance activities 

I Third World cotmtries. Ofigmally, mostof th e ^ o n c i^  thtiy employed 
andlhe practices they promoted drew heavily on Western rationalis.t 
paradigms of bureaucratic administration that were believed to be imiver- 
ally valid (Montgomery 1962; Rondinelli 1987). Their intellectual repertory 
ms, however, soon enriched by behavioral perspectives inspired by the 

social sciences, by cross-cultural insights, and by anthropological notions 
jthat emphasized local distinctiveness, the latent managerial capacities in 
ocal societies, and the importance of local commitment to management 
•efoims and development (Esman and Montgomery 1969). The intellectual 
:apital now available to students and practitioners of development man
agement is rich and varied.
j Development administration gradually achieved the status of a minor 
branch of the field oFpubHc administration. Respectable academic journals 
were dedicated to this subject; a section on international and comparative
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administration functions as an active autonomous unit of the American 
Society for Public Administration. In addition, much useful writing, espe
cially in public health and rural development, was produced by specialists 
in substantive fields, with little or no formal training in administration or 
management (Mosher 1975; Bossert and Parker 1982). Recently a growing 
volume of published work, based on local research and experience, has been 
produced by Third World^cholarg. manyijf them trained at the graduate 
level in U.S. universities and affiliated with departments and institutes of 
pubKcradffiiruSration in their own countries (Kiggundu 1989; Garcia- 
Zamor 1977; Inayatullah 1976). Altttough most of their concepts have been 
drawn from the Western tradition, concepts and practices derived from 
indigenous^^penSroFmfTincreasingly be represented inlKeiFwrifing, 
contributing to practical guidance and enriching the science of comparative

. administration.
0 ^  During the past decade, students of development management have 

begim to emphasize the learning dimension of applied work in this disci
pline (Korten 1980). ProgTStTn^nagereli^^ are l ^ l y  to encounter a 
high degree of uncertainty about the results that specific interventions can 
yield, uncertainty about natural conditions, public response to program 
interventions, and the behavior of implementing organizations. Because of 
the prevailing uncertainty and the risk of unanticipated consequences,

eses subject to mcdificatiQix.-and-adjiistment regidting_froin.systemad^^^ 
monitoring, periodic evalua^ 3  nf-pT̂ nres-jes as well as outputs, and learn
ing from specific experience (^irodineUiT983). Formal knowledge from the 
profeisional literature is one source of guidance; learningfrom concrete 
situations is another; the experience and jv^gment of front-line civil ser;; 
vants and of members of the "client" publics is a tSKdsource of information 
about what is likely to work in specific situations. Development managers 
must be prepared to draw on and integrate these three categories of 
knowledge. Uncertainty about the patiual^nd social euytroionientxanJbe 
reduced by the carefuLcoUection and analysis of local information both 
before and during program implementation, a process that can be facili
tated by. the participation (̂ affected publics (Wh)de and Boynton 1983; 
Cohen and Uphoff 1977). This can be an aid and a supplement, but never a 
substitute for experiential learning and willingness to adjust program 
operations accordingly.

My intention in this book is to draw liberally on all these sources but to 
shape this body of knowledge in directions that I believe will be especially 
relevant as the twenty-first century approaches. Although this presentation 
win be experience based, I intend to maintain it at a sufficient level of 
generaUty and abstraction that it can be broadly appUcable to the circum-
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stances of most LDCs. There is, of course, great diversity among these 
countries, a few of which have "graduated" during* the past decade or so 
beyond that circle and have joined the ranks of newly industrializing 
countries (NICs). I do not intend to become embroiled in definitions about 
the precise properties and exact boimdaries of Third World states and 
societies. Nor is this general worka substitute for intensive country analyses 
or for more bounded case studies. My objective, instead, is to mAke general 
statements that account for and explain a wide range of experiences and to 
prescribe coiurses of action that can be applied productively to concrete 
problems of development management.

, One caution, however, is indicated at this point. Themanagement dimen- 
’ Sion of development necessarily imposes heavy burdens of leadership and 

enterprise on senior managers as individuals and as a group. There is, 
rnKcgqnpbfly^ a fpmpfaHnn In which some writers succumb: to hope for 
charismatic qualities among^development managers because their respon
sibilities,are so heavy and the processes of social change in which they are 

, ,, major participants are so demanding. When charisma or genius appears in
vA  managerial ranks, this is indeed a fortunate accident, for men and women 
t  so endowed may by the strength of their personalities inspire extraordinary

performance from others. But no realistic prescription for large-scale collec- 
tive action can anticipate or rely on the availability of genius; this defies 

^  statistical probability. Managerial leadership ihu s tinstead emerge from
persons of above-average talent, which, unlike genius, is available at-all 
times in all societies. Their skills can be shaped by education and experience.
their devotion to duty can be evoked bva professional ethos intoj^dudlthey

I have been socialized and thatisxDntimiouslvjemforced, and their .perfpr- 
^ \ mance can be stimulated-bv-an.-appmpriate regime of incentives and 

' rew^ds. A prescription for leadership roles should impose exacting re
quirements on cadres of above-average men and women/ but if leadership 
roles depend on charisma, performance will always falLshort, because the 
supply of persons so endowed is severely limited in all societies and cannot 
be pr^icted.

I was once responsible for identifying and laimching the training of 
development managers in Malaysia, a country that has been conspicuously 
successful in economic development (Esman 1972a). A generation later, 
these managers occupy a large number of the senior management posts in 
the Malaysian government. These people were well above average in 
natural talent; they were well-educated, highly motivated, and generously 
compensated, but none could have been characterized as charismatic. They 
have, however, provided outstanding managefial leadership to the organi
zations responsible for Malaysia's state-led development programs. Devel
opment management roles should be designed to challenge and reward 
persons of this caliber who are likely to be available for competitive

I
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recniitment and career development. But to design, for public-sector man
agement, leadership roles so demanding that only persons of genius can 
satisfactorily fill them is a sure prescription for frustration and futility.

Development management is a social enterprise that benefits from excel
lent leadership in the public .sector, hut this must he matched by efforts that 
evoke similar leadership in nnngovpmmpntal organizations dispersed 
thrm ighm it snripty. Professional management cadres in government can, 
however, stimulate and assist in the development and diffusion of attitudes, 
skills, and institutions that are conducive to effective managerial behavior 
in other sectors of sociefy, a topic that will be examined in Qiapters 5 and 6.
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SOCIETAL DIFFERENTIATION, 
BUREAUCRATIC PLURAUSM , 

A N D  THE THIRD WORLD STATE

C/.V

THE CENTRALIZING IMPERATIVE

T he com m anding p rio rity  f o r  th e  p o litic a l e lite s  o f le ss d e v e l^ d  
countries (LDCs) is to consolidate and maintain the hegemony of their 
regimes. There are other goals as well, such as economic development, the. 
cultivation of interethnic harmony, and the spread of education and en
lightenment, but these must always be consistent with and subordinate to 
the imperative need for the survival and consolidation of their rule. With 
this in mind, the strong and invariant tendency of such regimes has been to
centraUzepowerinthehandsofthestateanditsagencies,intendingtheret)y
to reinforce their control. In economic decision making they may cteplace 
market processes with networks of administrative controls, subsidies, and 
regulations; often they preempt financial, manufacturing, and commercia 
operations from enterprises and firms and transfer these functions to 
agencies of government. They may strip local government authorities of 
their taxing powers and of their responsibilities for local services and 
transfer them to the administrative organs of the state. Centr^ized contiol, 
they believe, is a necessary strategy for ensuring the strength and stability 
of the state, for neutralizing or eliminating potential competitors for power, 
for promoting modernization and national unity, and for countering t e
centrifugal effects of ethnic pluralism. . u

Yet these states seldom display sufficient capaaties to match the amb
tionsoftheir rulers (WunschandOlowul990).Economic policies that have
the effect of concentrating control in the state are frequently ill-conceii^d 
and self-defeating, stifling the incentives of investors and prodiKers. ihe 
operations of large economic enterprises owned by the state often com
pound managerial failures with economic policies that thwart mcentives 
for efficiency, turn out mediocre products, and impose financial burdens on

26
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the state treasury, thereby guaranteeing chronic dependency and Eventual 
bankruptcy (Nellis 1986; Ramanadham 1984). Due to financial and manage
rial limitations, the ability of agencies of the state to penetrate society with 
enforceable regulations or useful services often falls far short of their 
intentions with perverse effects, because they displace previous providers 
of similar services. Competition for subsidies and efforts to evade controls 
divert energies from production and marketing to political manipulation 
and provide incentives for bribery and similar corrupt practices.

During two decade of economic growth from about the mid-1950s until 
the mid-1970s, the managerial capacities of most Third World states did 
increase incrementally as their administrative institutions took root and 
gained valuable experience, while the qualifications of staff members 
improved. State budgets, supplemented by grants and loans from foreign 
and international assistance agencies and from commercial banks, pro
vided funds to order equipment, procure supplies, and add personnel, thus 
extending the range of government regulatory, service, and enterprise 
operations.'Management struggled with indifferent success to keep pace 
with the expanding activities of the centralizing state. And then the bubble 
burst.

Acute strains on state finances resulting from the cumulative effects of the 
oil shock, the collapse of commodity prices, and the debt crises of the early 
1980s brought an abrupt end to the expansion of the state's reach. In 
economically more favored and better managed states—^Thailand, Malaysia, 
Chile, and Togo, for example—government activities contracted slightly; in 
the most severely affected countries, the state's capacities were so eroded 
that its presence in many areas of society nearly vanished. Hospitals were 
no longer supplied with essential drugs, road maintenance virtually ceased, 
there was no fertilizer to distribute, and civil servants could no longer 
support their families on salaries that had been stripped of their real value 
by uncontrolled inflation.

Thus governments confront a harsh dilemma. Their continuing impulse 
is to accumulate decision-making powers and operational responsibilities 
in the hands of the state and to expand and centralize them, thereby 
consolidating and stabilizing regimes that remain uncertain of the scope 
and depth of their legitimacy in the societies over which they attempt to 
exercise control. The past few years have demonstrated, however, the 
limitations of their financial and managerial capacities to exercise the 
powers they claim. It now appears that governments were unwise ever to 
have ventured into some of these areas; in others, their capacities are 
unlikely to expand fast enough to close the existing gap. The resolution of 
this dilemma is critical to the survival of regimes and to their ability to 
promote and support social and economic development. It is pregnant with 
consequences for development management. I shall explore methods for
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reconciling the insecure elites of these countries with the implications of 
their limited financial and management capacities without jeopardizing the 
viability of their regimes or compromising their developmental roles. This 
will require reconcentration on the core activities of government and 
relaxation of the centralizing tendeiicies of the post-World War II and early 
independence era.

28 MANAGEMENT DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

SOCIETAL DIFFERENTIATION

The limited capacities of Third World states are further complicated by the 
higfily^ iffprpntiatpd and-poorlv-mtegtated compositipn of thejocieties 

. ^^V ^re attempting to govern. The various publics that these states must 
/a ffM npU oserveai^^  haveJittle in common. The phenomenon

/  of economic dualism is well recognized: "modfim” enclaves that include 
/ ^ostlyxnban-based government offices, banks, factories, and trading houses,
I along with a few large-scale farming operations; "traditional" low-produc- 
/  tivity occupations that involve the great majority of ho^eholds--^maU- 

/  scale artisans, traders, and service providers in the urban "informal" sector,
\  and numerous subsistence smallholders, tenants, and laborers in rural 

\  areas. There are few economic linkages between the "modem" and the 
"traditional" sectors or between various regions of the country. There is a 
pronounced urban bias in the shaping of poUcies and provision of govem- 

y  ment services, social as well as economic (Lipton 1977). Goveminents tend 
f to appreciate and respond quite imevenly to the needs of their various 
I constituents; most policies and actual allocations favor urban areas whose 
\  residents are better able to articulate their preferences, whose Ufe-styles 
\  parallel those in the senior ranks of government, and whose grievances can 

\  represent a threat to regime stability.
Less understood by outsiders but even more fundamental to the mamte- 

nance of the state is the vertical segmentation that characterizes most LDCs.
V,/ In its more benign form, this pluraUsm is expressed in patron-client net- 

^ works that are often based on extended kinship or economic dependency.
^ T h e  state is expected to relate to society and distribute its benefits through 

these patron-client channels, in exchange for which the patrons deliver their 
support and the compliance of their clients to the regime. The state selects 
or works through patrons who can take care of their followers'and keep 
them rmder control; resources and access provided by government enrich 

I the patron, reinforce the patron's authority, and stabilize the regime.
I More problematical are ethnic cleavages that become competitive and 
I politicized CEothschild 1981: Young 1976)JIbe governance of ethnicaUy 
1 Iplural states may involve the apportionment among ethnic communities of 
raltural values, including religious and language rights; of economic val-
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ues, including jobs, contracts, and public investments; and of political 
values, including participation, representation, and autonomy. When a "  
regime is dominated by a single ethnic community or an ethnic co’alition, 
advantages tend to flow disproportionately to their constituents; ethnic 
communities that are left out may become aggrieved, alienated, and even
tually rebellious. When a regime attempts to incorporate all the component 
ethnic communities by combinations of consociational devices such as 
proportionality in the lo ca tio n  of benefits and regional autonomy, gover
nance involves the continual balancing of competing ethnic demands on the 
limited resources and capabilities of the state. The primary identification of 
individuals is with their ethnic conunxmity; their adherence to the state is 
contingent on the satisfaction of their collective symbolic and instrumental 
expectations and demands. Often ambitious individuals and factions com
pete for the right to represent their ethnic commimity in its exchanges with 
other communities and with the state, each attempting to outdo the other in 
the range and stridency of their demands.

Further complicating these expressions of societal differentiation are 
natural factors—differences in the specific microenvironments in which 
communities function and people attempt to extract their livelihoods. Soils, ' 
rainfall, climate, and similar natural factors—including even human, ani- 
mal, and plant diseases—^may differ over small expanses of territory. Even 
in the absence of societal pluralism, such natural factors may require 
distinctive treatment and responses by government, confounc^ing the drive 
toward uniformity that characterizes centralized state administration. If 
they are to be relevant and responsive to the needs of their publics in their . 
distinctive microenvironments, governments must And ways to adjust the 
structures and processes of development management accordingly.

This extremely brief and simplified excursion into the sociology of Third 
World politics has been necessary to demqnstrate a simple but fundamental 
reality. In the contextof development manaeement, the state presides over' 
and attempts to intervene in societies that are highly differentiated and 
poorly integrated. The state is but one source of identity andallegiancejand  ̂
often a minor influence in the lives of its citizens (Migdal 1988). Among 
these component social and economic formations, patron-client factions, 
and ethnic communities, and between any of them and the state, competi
tion is endeiriic; conflicts may erupt at any time. The avoidance and 
regulation of thdse conflicts by combinations of accommodative and coer
cive means are constant preoccupations of governing elites. The mainte
nance of their polity takes precedence over concerns with development, and 
they regard the latter as instrumental to their political needs. More com
monly, allocations for development and the management of these activities 
must take account of the imequal resources and the competing claims of 
the differentiated publics that are both subjects and constituents of the state.
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Development management, like public administration generally, is a 
dialectical set of interactions between state and society. The rulers who 
control the machinery of the state attempt to (1) extract resoturces from 
society, principally by taxation, in order to finance the operations of 
government; (2) regulate behavior in ways that maintain the regime while 
promoting order, health. moraIitv,-theintegrity of economic transactions, 
and similar values as defined by go v emment; and (3) provide economic and 
social services and symbolic satisfactions that respond to public demand, 
promote the goals of the regime, and thereby ensure acquiescence and, it is 
hoped, support from those whose needs and expectations are accommo
dated by public services for which the regime claims credit. Those elements 
of society that can mobilize and organize themselves for this pmpose strive 
to gain benefits from the state in the form of favorable regulations, respon
sive policies, and especially particularistic benefits— ĵobs, xmiversity ad
missions, contracts, subsidies, and government-financed facilities. These 
government-sponsored “outputs” are achieved by such tactics as promis
ing political and electoral support or threatening the withdrawal of sup
port; exploiting ethnic, kinship, or patron-client ties; and the employment 
of bribes or similar forms of corrupt inducements. These methods are used 
at all levels of the state apparatus, from senior politicians and bureaucrats 
to local agents of the state who control minor allocations and may be 
vulnerable to pressures from influential local politicians, landlords, or 
businesspeople. The state must often make expedient concessions to the
reality of local power centers.

In these exchanges, however, the state- tends to be the more pow er^l 
actor. This is because states, even "those that are uhaefsiobd to be j -'sofr 
states (Mvrd5ri968), usuairy control the {nFmate means of'coerc^^ enjoy 
monopolistic access to foreign axHTs e rv e a T g a t^ ^ p e r lo ^  
mpnt- and trade, and do horordnSSlv depend on public support through 
periodic^mpeH!!Vggi6gH5fig:U 'h u s ^ ^  a measure of autonomy in 
relation to their society and its diw rse pub lic  and can dictate to the latter 
the effective terms o^^)^harige. To fhe extent that they are organized, 
the various publics work within these shifting constraints. Normally they 
attempt to cajole what benefits they can in the form of advantageous policies 
or particularistic benefits. If the state and its agents become ineffectual or 
unduly oppressive, however, sections of the publicmav attempt to dejfflk 
or withdraw from the reach of government seeking thereby to maximize 
their autonomy and freedom of action from the interference and_gĵ 3£tiQps 
oFauthoiiflesthat ̂ e  consiclereS'inoon^ei®^^ needlessly
intrusive (Migdal 1988). The visible effects of such withdrawal may be 
informal barter exchanges, underground transactions including smug
gling, reliance on local self-help, and similar efforts to substitute for govern
ment activities or to keep its agents at bay.
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BUREAUCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

For liiiking state and society, modem bureaucracies have proved to 
most effective, robust, and reliable instmments and intermediaries. By 
bureaucracy, I refer to hierarchical stmrtiire.s .nf authority with explicit 
divisions of labor, formal rules governing flows of work and information 
and specific provisions for mteraction with the public (Blau 1963). These 
familiar structures have demonstrated a unique capacity to convert human 
and material resources to disciplined capabilities and to generate and 
control action in reasonably predictable patterns over extended time and 
space. As authoritarian hierarchies operating under explicit mles and 
through intricate divisions of labor, bureaucratic organizations achieve for 
the elites of the state a combination of control, accormtability, uniformity, 
and equity that no other system of large-scale organization has been able to 
match. The formal mles by which bureaucracies operate help political elites 
to fend off and defend themselves from the particularistic demands of their 
differentiated publics. For such reasons, aU modern governments, without 
a single exception that 1 am aware of, employ the bureaucratic form of 
organization as their mainstay for achieving and sustaining relationships 
with their various publics.

It is not that politicians, state elites, or members of the public find \  
bureaucratic.atructures.ancLprocesses.esRficiall^ppealingJbu£x^herihat /  
^iTthe practical alternatives have p ro y ^  l ^  effective and less reliable. ) 
PoKHSTparty channels, for example, may be useful forcoirSauSIcalfflg 
information, decisions, and demands, but for the routine enforcement of 
regulations or delivery of services, they are ineffective and unreliable. 
When political parties become bureaucratized, as in single-party Leninist- 
style polities, they are not dependable instmments for the normal opera
tions of government, and their activities tend to be sporadic and arbitrary. 
Traditional stmctures such as patron-client and kinship networks are 
limited in the publics they serve, the technical capacities they can assemble, 
and the accountability they can maintain. The tmth is that, despite their 
manifold vulnerabilities to failure and abuse, the modem  state has found no 
acceptable substitute for bureaucratic organization and no soHal invpntinn. 
that can replace it.

Bureaucracy is certainly one of the most unloved social inventions of all 
time. Everyone deplores it, distmsts it, and yearns for better alternatives. 
There are shelves of learned publications that delight in cataloging its 
dysfunctions and in castigating“and deploring its inadequacies, patholo
gies, and abuses. These themes, well summarized by Goodsell (1983), are 
so familiar to students of public management that I shall not pause to 
rehearse them here. Economists are deeply hostile to bureaucracy because 
it appears to encroach on the market mechanisms to which their otherwise

r O
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dismal science is passionately devoted; political scientists distrust bureau
cracy because it appears to limit or displace the electoral, representative, 
and political processes to which they are committed; sociologists condemn 
bureaucracy because it regiments and dehumanizes society by fcjrmal rules

II i and routines, thereby limiting the spontaneity of social interactions. Politi-
I II ciansare quick to deflect criticisms of their actions or inactions onto faceless

bureaucrats who can be safely blamed because their anonymity and hierar
chical subordination prevent them from publicly defending themselves.

Bureaucracy is charged, often not inaccurately, with contradictory of
fenses: with mindless adherence to rigid rides and forrnal, impersonal 
routines at the expense of performance and timely responsiveness to public 
n e e d s ;^  means—red tape— displacing the goals; with abuse of discretion, 
resulting in favoritism; discrimination, self-serving enrichment, and cor
ruption; with technical and managerial incompetence that absorbs and 
squanders scarce resources, while producing few benefits for society and at 
high cost; with bureaucratic politics, victimizing both state and society in 
self-regarding struggles for irresponsible power and pelf. State bureaucra
cies are vulnerable to the political abuses of overstaffing and of employmeiit 
according to ethnic, nepotistic, or patronage criteria that undermine disci
pline and performance incentives. So rigid, complex, and often contradic
tory are the formal rules and procedures in government bureaucracies that 
only informal behavior outside the rules permits the essential business of 
government to proceed, but these informal practices invite foot-dragging 
and corruption.

There is observable truth in all these frequently repeated charges. Yet the 
effectiveness of development management cannot be advanced by the

/ inteUectiiaUx.aiuijDK!rally-^tttflErsteriler^nd_irresponsible-expedient-of_
/ burim ia^bashing. Nor can it be advanced, beyond a reasonable point, by

^ attempts to^ypass or substitute for state bureaucracies. Some activities can
and should be removed from government and committed to market p ro 
cesses and to private enterprise, often, alas, to private-sector bureaucracies. 
Other activities may be devolved to local authorities or to community or 
voluntary associations. Privatization and devolution, however, always 

I leave residual roles for government services or regulation that must be.  ̂
^managed by bureaucratic agencies. For the bulk of activities toat must 

remain with government, bureaucratic organization, with all its imperfec
tions and vulnerabilities, will continue to be the main mstrument of action 
for states in LDCs, as it has been in all industrialized and Communist
systems.

One thesis that I advance in this book is that bureaucratic organization, as 
a vphirl p_fnr dpvplopmpnt managemen t . ha.sJxidrr0Ugh v iftU ^a iu itrQable-,. 
s^S^i^d S s ^ l S a T ^ ^  it falls far short_pf.thejyell-piled
production machine conceived by the proponents of scientific management
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or of the Weberian rational-legal ideal-type structure (Weber 1947). The 
virtues, however, substantially outweigh the defects, and neither theory 
nor experience has identified alternative structures that can serve the same 
set of purposes with anything approaching equal reliability or effective 
ness. Therefore, the constructive directions for development management 
are to (1) identify and implement methods to increase the productivity 
ertectiveness, ana respOTiStVBn'ess gf'POfgaucraHc slm ctui^^ 
bine the discipline and control that are essential to govemmentaT^ 
ability with operational flexibility needed to accommodate societal* 
differentiation, while (3) controlling and minimizing dysfunctions and 
abuses and (4) enhancing programmatic linkages among official bureau
cratic entities and between state agencies, private economic enterprises, 
local authorities, and associations in the voluntary and community sectors | 
of society. In the chapters that follow, these themes will be elaborated.

BUREAUCRATIC PLURALISM

The bureaucratic structures of the state constitute the institutional environ
ment in which and through which public development managers function. 
With their personnel, the authority conferred on them by the state, the 
material and financial resources entrusted to them, and the information 
they control, these organizations are the instruments through which devel
opment managers, as agents of the state, act on society and respond, in turn, 
to societal demands. State bureaucracy, however, constitutes a profoundly 
plural phenomenon. There is no single state bureaucracy, nor can there be. 
Conventional references to "the" state bureaucracy as an aggregate or 
collectivity are useless and misleading. Every bureaucratic agency repre
sents a distinctive subculture within the state apparatus. This distinctive
ness is a function of the professional training and orientation of the senior 
staff, of the technologies they employ in producing their outputs, and of the 
needs, capabilities, and expectations of the particular publics they regulate 
or serve. Thus the culture of an enterprise that generates and distributes 
electric power differs markedly from that of a family-plaiming agency, and 
both of them differ from a central bank or a department of prisons and 
corrections.

There are, as I noted in Chapter 1, some integrating forces, among them 
common requirements for claiming funds and for expenditure control, 
common procedures for the procurement of supplies and equipment, and 
common rules and standards governing the employment and compensa
tion of personnel and their working conditions. The effectiveness of these 
common rules and procedures is, however, quite problematical. The various 
bureaucracies enjoy a considerable measure of operating autonomy, and
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this is reinforced by the poUtical weight of their ministers, birds of passage 
who nevertheless are able to claim discretionary space for the empires of 
which they are temporarily in charge. The relative autonomy of these 
vertical, functionally specialized structures, including their inclinatioii to 
maintain tight boimdaries in relation to parallel bureaucracies performing 
complementary activities, produces one of the classical .dilemmas in 
modern public administration. This is the difficulty of programmatic 
dination among bureaucracies charged with complementary, even interde
pendent, functions that affect the same public—for example, irrigation, 
farm credit, and agricultural extension, especially at the field l^vel. In 
Chapter 4,1 examine programmatic coordination as a problem in develop
ment management.

The daily encoimter between bureaucratic pluralism and ditterentiatea 
publics is one of the main tensions confronting development management. 
The normal tendency in bureaucracy— âs among academic students of
public lawandadministration—is to regarditsclienteleas an undifferentiated
public to whom regulations are to be applied and se^ices delivered 
uniformly, therefore objectively and equitably. Differentiated publics, on 
the other hand, expect to be treated according to their distinctive needs and 
special circumstances. They may, for example, demand that services be 
provided in their minority language or that certain individuals or groups be 
accepted as intermediaries between them and government agencies. The 
intention and the effect are normally to mitigate the impact of regulations, 
increase their share of benefits, or respond to their particular needs and 
preferences. They may be abetted in these expectations by the political 
weight of their spokespeople or by the penetration of members of their own
community into the bureaucratic ranks. • t c

Development managers find themselves in the middle, at the pomt of 
impact between the propensity for uniformity and control in their bureau
cratic headquarters and the particularistic expectations and demands of 
their differentiated publics. The dimensions of this inherent tension are, of 
course, variable in their scope and intensity. The resolution of these incon- 
gruent expectations involves expedient understandings and techniques of 
accommodation, usually informal, that test the political skills of develop 
ment managers. Eligibility for agricultural credit might, for example, be 
stretched to include a women's cooperative that manufactures and markets 
handicrafts on grounds that they contribute to the local rural economy 
while complying with standard rules for the repayment of loans. Although 
such adjustments may compromise formal patterns of bureaucratic opera
tions, they allow the state-society dialectic to be played out in ways that are
more or less tolerable to the concerned parties. ,

What contributes some coherence and integration to these pluralistic 
structures and their specialized activities are the processes of management.
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Whatever the sector, the core of the mariagement function involves the 
allocation and control of funds; the deployment, motivation, and supervi
sion of personnel; the production and marketing of public goods and 
services; the enforcement of accountability and of quality control; the 
accommodation of publics that consume services; and the cultivation of 
linkages with external agencies. These are among the common functions 
and requirements of development managers in whatever sector they oper
ate. It is these common functions and the common skills required in public- 
sector management, combined with an ethos of public service, that warrant 
the designation of development management not only as a process but also 
as a profession. In the hands of incompetent, unmotivated, or corrupt 
personnel, development management can add up to a net burden on 
society, consuming in resources more than it provides in benefits; in the 
hands of committed and highly motivated professionals, even under 
unpromising political conditions, it can make a decisive contribution to 
sustained and broadly based social and economic development.

The integrative functions and the professional dimensions of develop
ment management are themes that will be explored in subsequent chapters. 
In no state are they entirely present or entirely absent. The posture of the 
regime in control of the state provides constraints or opportunities for the 
exercise of management skills. Development managers can expect to exert 
some influence, but seldom a determinative influence, on the behavior of 
political elites, and it is idle to postulate ideal regime behavior as the 
precondition to optimal management performance. For the most part, 
managers must function within the constraints, while making the most of 
the opportunities afforded by the regime imder which they operate. Parallel 
to carrying out their substantive service, regulatory, or enterprise respon
sibilities, one practical task is the incremental enhancement of the capabili
ties of individual bureaucracies in which and through which most 
public-sector managers function; and more broadly, of the interbureaucratic 
and interinstitutional networks that increasingly constitute the framework 
for the promotion and implementation of development-related activities.

ON STATE AUTONOMY

A treatise on development management cannot fail to come to grips with 
the issue that more than any other has preoccupied political scientists 
during the past decade: the question of the autonomy of the state. Is the state 
normally free to exercise authority over society, to impose the will and the 
preferences of its elites and officials (Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Scocpol 
1985), or are the actions of government mainly constrained and determined 
by pressures from organized interests in society (Easton 1965)? To put the
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matter crudely, can the state, through its bureaucracies, dominate society? 
Or do societal interests exert effective control over the instrumentalities and 
actions of the state? This is not a trivial question, for if the state's develop
ment managers are mostly captives and tools of societal forces, then they 
cannot exert independent power; endowed with limited discretion, they 
become relatively minor, unimportant actors in the development process, 
implementers of routines, hardly deserving of serious scholarly attention.

In evaluating this controversy, I revert to an earlier observation about 
state bureaucracy as a plural phenomenon. This being the case, it becomes 
impossible for "the" bureaucracy to be captured, since each section of the 
state's executive apparatus confronts different publics endowed with dif
ferent resources, capabilities, and expectations. The question then comes 
down to this: For any individual program of action, in what direction does 
predominant influence nm? Is initiative primarily in the hands of one or 
more state bureaucracies, or in the hands of one or more organized interest 
groups? With bureaucracy thus disaggregated, as it must be to conform 
with reality, the question of relative autonomy or capture becomes in every 
instance an empirical determination. Neither the primitive Marxian notion 
that the state serves as the agent of the (bourgeois) ruling class, nor the 
sociological claim that societal forces necessarily determine politics, nor.the 
contrary proposition that the autonomous sovereign state is the dominant 
actor provides reliable rules for judgment in individual cases.

Empirically, on particular issues and programs, the predominant influ
ence can run in either direction. At one end of the spectrum jnay be the 
bureaucratic agency that dominates the administration of a program and 
reduces its public to total dependency; in such cases there are few 
coimtervailing influences irom society. At the opposite end is an agency 
that has been captured by its clientele and is systematically and predictably 
bent to the latte^s interest. Between the theoretical extremes are numerous 
intermediate combinations of relative influence. An urban housing agencyi 
may be in fuU control of the allocation and management of sites and services 
in relation to its unorganized public; a department of agriculhure and its 
associated marketing parastatal may be entirely respoirsive to politically 
aggressive organizations representing landed interests; an irrigation bu
reaucracy may be in effective control of the cultivators who depend on it for 
the reliable supply of a vital production input, but that same department 
may be extremely sensitive and responsive to large construction contractors 
who contribute generously to political campaigns and are willing to share 
some of their profits with senior officials; a ministry of finance may be 
highly solicitous of the advice and interests of commercial banks, resolving 
most doubts in their favor, but when circumstances require, that same 
bureaucracy rr«y impose severe regulatory controls to combat inflation. 
The direction of influence may shift with changing circumstances.
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In general, the better organized the clientele and the more open the polity 
to societal pressures, the less the autonomy of the state bureaucracies and 
the greater the influence of organized interest groups. These factors vary 
from country to country, they vary over time, and they vary with individual 
sectors and programs of government. Further complicating these relation
ships may be tensions between politicians and* senior bureaucrats, the 
former irtore inclined to be responsive to friendly interest groups, the latter 
more inclined to insist on the integrity of rules and the hegemony of 
officialdom. It is nonsense to treat these relationships as gross aggregates; 
the balance between bureaucratic autonomy and societal influences is in 
every instance an empirical determination.

In treating the dialectic between state and society, there can be no a priori 
judgments about the direction of influence. In this pluralistic universe, eac’ 
case must be evaluated by the evidence. In some situations, state bureaucra
cies may be o verresponsive to organized clienteles, even performing at their 
behest. In others, the state exerts a dominating influence, degenerating at 
times to exploitation of particular publics by neglect, abuse, or extortion. By 
sector and program, the state may be overresponsive or imderresponsive to 
relevant publics. In most Third World states, the levels of social mobiliza
tion and political activation are relatively modest, the claims of organized 
interest groups on the state are manageable, and the bureaucracies retain 
considerable discretion and freedom of maneuverability.’ The quality of 
development management can therefore make an important difference in 
the productivity and quality of life of members of the public; it is not 
predetermined by politics. Consequently, there is less danger of capture 
than of insufficient capabilities, managerial and financial; less danger of 
capture than of governmental overload resulting more from the defective 
strategies of state elites bent on expanding and consolidating their power 
than from the demands of organized societal interests.

ON THE WITHERING OF THE MODERN STATE

A number of contemporary scholars and observers, often with the enthusi
asm of pristine revelation, argue that the era of the modern territorial state 
has begun to pass into history, to be supplanted by other patterns of 
authority. The latter range frontthe transnational corporation to suprastate 
structures or to local communitarian associations. Though there is no a 
priori reason to expect that the modem state will survive indefinitely in its 
present form, I see little concrete evidence in LDCs that radical transforma
tions are under way. That politically unaccountable, profit-seeking 
transnational corporations might substitute for the state is a profotmdly 
distressing prospect for any society; but although transnational enterprises
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will almost certainly be major actors in an interdependent global economy, 
there is neither evidence that they are displacing the core functions of the 
state nor any theoretical basis for that expectation; indeed it can be argued 
that the state is increasingly needed to protect societies from the excesses 
and abuses of transnational corporations. Devolution of some service and 
regulatory activities from centralized governments to regional units, local 
authorities, and voltmtary associations is a genuine prospect—indeed it is 
strongly recommended in this book— b̂ut in no instance I am aware of have 

r these entities substituted for the major functions of the state. The Soviet 
' empire and the Indian federation may indeed devolve substantial powers 
I to their constituent regional authorities. Some of them may even achieve 
■ political independence, but these successor structures are almost certain to 
function as territorial states, inheriting and deploying on a smaller scale the 
powers and functions of their multinational or multiethnic predecessors. 
The disintegration of the latter does not imply the withering of state power, 
only its relocation.

The strengthening of the European Economic Commimity—progressive 
economic and informational integration with important implications for 
both social policy and human rights— ĥas not displaced the established 
states in Western Europe. It has added another arena of politics and 
administration in which estabhshed states remain the principal actors. 
Outside Europe, efforts to achieve effective supranational cooperative 
structures with more than consultative functions have been uniformly 
unsuccessful. The Central American Common Market has collapsed; the 
very useful East African Common Services Organization has ceased to 
function. Despite the apparently irrational, scale of many contemporary 
states as economic units and their inability to support separate institu
tions—for example, for specialized higher education or agricultural re
search—the creation and maintenance of suprastate structures even for 
manifestly desirable purposes have been hard to achieve, and successful 
cases are fragile and rare. While the future may witness the emergence of 
successful suprastate institutions for specific specialized functions, and 
while instances of economic and technical cooperation may generate more 
generalized suprastate structures, there is Uttle reason to expect that these 
wiU in significant ways diminish the powers, functions, or roles of the 
territorial state. That the state is about to wither away is a fanciful proposi tion, 
one that, in view of aU the visible evidence, should not detain serious 
students of public affairs (Economist 1990). For the most part, these prophecies 
are grounded in crude and simplistic notions of economic determinism, 
overlooking the noneconomic functions of the state and even the formidable 
residual functions of statehood that accompany economic integration.

The implications for development management are clear. The state wEl 
continue to be the major political structure within which and through which
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^nifiativps oriented to economic and social development are managed. 
Public development managers will continue to be employed by the state 
and to work within its imperfect and pluralistic framework. But because-Ol  
the sddetal pluralism inherent in all LDCs combined with severe limitations 
on the operating capacities of ttie ̂ t e ,  politl’̂ l  and administrative elites 
can no longer convincingly claim a monopoly on development initiatives 
and responsibilities. They must come to terms with and adapt their policies, 
structures, and procedures to the realities of their task environment as 
outlined in this chapter. The state will remain an important, but by no means 
monopolistic, actor; patterns of cooperative and competitive accommoda
tion between state bureaucracies and other segments of society will be 
Worked out and adjusted mainly by public development managers. This 
wiU constitute their major challenge, the dimensions of which are a princi
pal theme in the chapters that follow.

NOTES

 ̂A conspicuous exception appears to be contemporary India. Scholars writing on 
that polity argue that the state has been overwhelmed by too much politics, 
especially by the aggressive demands of caste associations, organized landed 
interests,’and industrial capitalists, that preempt the state's resources and admin
istrative energies (Kohli 1990).
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BUREAUCRACY A N D  PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT

BUREAUCRATIC ROLES:
INSTRUMENTAL, POLITICAL, ENTREPRENEURIAL

B u rea u c ra tic  o rg a n iz a tio n  is lik e ly  t o  rem ain th e  basic s t ru c tu re  
within which development managers function and through which manage
ment affects society. Ideally, bureaucracy performs like a disciplined 
machine, converting laws and policies efficiently and predictably to out
puts as contemplated by the military model or the rational-legal ideal 
propounded by Max Weber (1947). Nowhere is this expectation realized, 
hough it is close enough in many Western polities to serve as a rough and 

credible point of departure for the empirical analysis of administrative 
institutions and program implementation. In most less developed countries 
(LDCs), however, distortions of the Weberian norm extend much farther, 
due to a combination of limited capabilities, perverse incentives, complex 
and poorly integrated societies, cultural norms that contradict the rational- 
legal logic of bureaucratic behavior, and political penetration of administra
t e  structures. Under these conditions, the ability of state bureaucracies to 

carry out the intentions of their political masters or to do so at acceptable 
levels of efficiency is problematical. Bureaucratic organizations hprnrpp 
both indispensflhip resources and vexjng^^o^emsTKiggundiTigSQ^^ 

Operating through bureaucratic strucfureS, development managers per
form several functions. Their manifest functionis-piueh^iristmmental—to 
convert public laws and government policies to routinecouTsSrofuction 
thStenforce reguIaliSSns^nddSliver predictaHeservices to specific publics 
in cost-effective ways. This instrumental role shapes the standard self- 
image of development managers, as it does of career public administrators 
everywhere. This is also the role of career executives that is most acceptable 
to senior poliHcians and government elites. The late prime minister of

40
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Malaysia, Tun Abdul Razak, once issued these instructions in my presence 
to a gathering of senior civil servants: "I make the decisions; your job is to 
implement them faithfully, promptly, and efficiently." The instnnnental 
function has been the main concern of academic observers associated with 
"uie^iicipirne of public administration—^how to enhance the effectiveness 
and efficiency of program managers.

More sophisticated observers have long recognized the political function 
of senior public administrators, including development managers. Through 
fheir "advice" to political superiors, their technical and managerial exper
tise, their control of vital information, their ongoing contacts with relevant 
publics, they influence the policies and the content of the prograihs for 
which they are responsible. They are active players in the competitive 
struggle for favorable policies and scarce budget resources. In the imple
mentation of programs and in their application to specific circumstances, 
they decide what information is relevant, and they "interpret" policies and 
rules in ways that make important differences to members of the public. 
Indeed, their control of policy and program implementation may, deliber
ately or inadvertently, produce consequences substantially at variance with 
those intended by their political masters. These discretionary dimensions of 
development management are recognized as normal expressions of their 
unavoidable political function. When, however, their political activities 
extend to the use of public office for the diversion of government funds to 
themselves and their associates—political corruption—or to the deploy
ment of bureaucratic influence to affect the disposition of power in the state, 
then the boundaries of their legitimate political functions may be consid
ered to have been breached. Where this boundary lies in specific situations 
can be disputed^f here can be no disputing the fundamental point that the 
activities of development managers in influencing policy and controlling 
implementation include important political dimensions (Lindenberg and 
Crosby 1981).

In a developmental context, senior managers are expected to perform in 
a third, entrepreneurial role—that of initiating and facilitating action that 
would otherwise not occur. Public entrepreneurship includes activating 
unutilized resources, inspiring and supporting nonroutine behavior, and 
helping government officials and members of the public to reorient afid 
recombine material and human resources, thereby enabling the achieveX 
ment of outcomes that had previously been impossible. The conventional \  
image of the rule-bound, risk-averse bureaucratic manager excludes the j  
entrepreneurial function. Yet there is considerable evidence that develop- /  
ment managers can and do perform as entrepreneurs; their initiatives and /  
leadership can and do break bottlenecks and make things happen at tho 
level of individual projects, large-scale programs, and the interorganizationm 
and interinstitutional networks that increasingly constitute the arena in
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which senior development managers operate (Paid 1983). Although gov
ernment managers are by no means the sole entrepreneurs, their authority, 
prestige, and control of resources can and should be focused on innovating 
new and unorthodox ways of addressing concrete developmental tasks.

BUREAUCRATS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

More arguably— b̂ut consistent with a major thesis of this book— îs a fourth 
function: the contribution of development managers to the shaping and 
definition of a "public interest" that in every sector of government may 
constrain the self-regarding demands of competing interest groups. As 
career officials in the service of their state and society, and as politicians 
come and go, development managers are the more permanent stewards or 
custodians of a public interest that extends beyond the satisfaction of 
immediate individual or group interests. In Chapter 7,1 elaborate the theme 
of managerial professionalism, which includes, among its ethical unpera- 
tives, the conception and the defense of the important, if elusive, concept of 
a public interest. This is a controversial position, due in part to skepticism 
about the very notion of an identifiable public interest and about the ability 
or even the appropriateness of unelected mandarins presuming to partici
pate in its definition and interpretation. I limit myself at this stage 
to asserting that in addition to their generally recognized instrumental, 
political,' and ventrepreneurial roles, development managers are vested 
with this fourth function that relates to the concept of the publid interest 
(Montgomery 1962).

The performance of these functions produces tensions and conflicts. 
Political elites expect development managers to be complete and perfect 
instrumentalists. Even the most self-effacing senior development managers 
cannot, however, escape their political role, but if they practice it boldly and 
decisively, they may be accus^ of usiuping the politicians' powers; if they 
decline to act or refer all such matters to their superiors, they can be accused 
of timidity or failure of initiative. The safest course for most development 
managers is to interpret political problems in legal or technical terms, to 
define and present them in technical language, protecting themselves by 
finessing any obvious entanglement in political decisions. Thus they search 
for objective formulas to render automatic such basically political processes 
as the allocation of public-works projects among competing districts. Al
though this is a useful defensive tactic, it is only a tactic; it does not subtract 
from their actual political role. The training of development managers 
should be such that it relieves them of any self-deception and helps them 
accept moral responsibility for actions that are essentially political, in that. 
they involve the exercise of discretion, produce differential consequences.
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and distribute differential advantages and costs to different individuals and 
segments of society.

I mention here, but do not intend to be detained by, the Marxian notion 
that senior public managers, as a component of the dominant bourgeoisie, 
cannot implement such bureaucratic reforms as decentralization because 
these would reduce their power and thereby undermine the hegemony of 
the class they represent (Hirschmaim 1981). This exercise in deductive logic 
both oversimplifies Marxian class analysis and is disproved by abundant 
observable evidence. Senior officials do not necessarily share the perspec
tives of industrial capitalists or of landed rural elites. They can function as 
a bureaucratic interest group, but frequently they are segmented and 
disimited. Senior officials are, moreover, driven by mixed motives—a 
theme I elaborate in Chapter 7—of which the defense of class privileges 
may be one, but not their only or even their main concern. For that matter, 
it is not clear that structural reforms that shift the distribution of class power 
in society reduce their effective influence. They can and do serve as agents 
of developmental change.

CRITERIA FOR RECRUITMENT

In the evaluation of public bureaucracies, a number of critical problen« 
have emerged that continue to confront the more stable governments in the 
West and remain unresolved in most LDCs. In this discussion, I assume the 
advantages of a career civil service, which provides expertise and continu
ity to the administration of public affairs and whose members remain in 
office during good behavior until they reach retirement age. I know of no 
convincing argument that a modem state can staff its bureaucratic stmc- 
tures by any other method, nor do I know of a single successful modern 
polity that does not conform to these practices (Mosher 1968). I regard the 
career civil servic£ixmceptos.ajtQn.debatable necessity for any Statewhose 
teadp::se3ouslyL.as^eJo43rom0te5^^
Wittiin the framework of a career civil service thCTe‘‘lre*arnumber of 
variations, alternative practices that, especially at the level of management 
cadres, can affect the quality of public administration. It is these choices that 
I examine in the next several paragraphs.

The first of these is the principal criterion for recruitment and splection 
permanent_or career postsjiLlhS-CiYil service. The preferred criterion is 
merittbased on competitive selection—and subsequent advancement—of 
the best q u a l l l i ^ ^ i i c ants according to obiective tf«t.s of a j^ id p .  pHnra- 
tional achievement, relevant experience, and job performance. The determi
nation of what standards are most appropriate for specific classes of 
positions, how to measure them, and how to rank applicants for eventual
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selection continue to be debated among specialists in public personnel 
management. The principle of selection and advancement by merit, how
ever defined and measured, is widely accepted on two grounds: It provides 
the state and the public service with the most qualified applicants, and it 
chooses among competitors according to objective standards; it serves the 
goals of both efficiency and fairness.

Yet many regimes in LEXZs do not follow this method of selecting or 
- prpmqting development managers. They rely instead on political criteria, 
.^rewarding loyal supporters of the regime and its elites with government 
^^osts , such loyalty and support being measured by personal or political 

allegiance or by kinship and ethnic affiliation. Patronage appointments 
allow political elites to consolidate their position by forging networks of 
dependent loyalists whose jobs and living standards depend on the con
tinuing power of their patrons. Loyalty and political service are exchanged 
for government employment. The conventional justification for this prac
tice is that rulers must be able to trust subordinates to enforce their v«ll and 

‘ implement their policies with enthusiasm. In the hands of neutrals, so the 
argument goes, policies will not be carried out with the necessary sympathy 
and understanding; in the hands of careerists who may prove to be closet 
enemies, the intentions of political elites may be undermined and even 
sabotaged. Rulers are often more than willing to sacrifice efficiency for 
fidelity. In the words of the late Chairman Mao, it is more important that 
subordinates be red than expert.

The notion of representative bureaucracy needs to be addressed in this
___ context. Since public-service positions provide material rewards and status
\  as well as power to shape policies and distribute resources within society, 

government bureaucracies, it is argued, especially at managerial levek, 
\  should-faittvfuI^L-reflect the diverse interests in society. This is especially 

important in LDCs where government jobs are extremely attractive, espe
cially to educated men and women, and society may be highly differenti
ated and segmented along'ethnic lines. Thus representative bureaucracy 
provides a means for managing conflict among ethnic commimities by 
allocating government positions in the military as well as the civilian sectors 
according to the principle of numerical proportionality. Merit criteria and 
technical efficiency may thereby be compromised or superseded in the 
interest of distributional equity and political stability. Within each group, 
selection may be governed by either merit or patronage criteria. On the 
problematic side,representative bureaucracy may produce informal ethnic 
networks in government or in individual agencies that promote the inter
ests of their members and channel the flow of public resources and oppor
tunities to ethnic kinsfolk in defiance of formal allocative criteria and even 
the intentions of political superiors.

Respect for merit criteria in personnel actions, problenratic as it may be to
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identify and measure, is closely associated with effective administrative 
performance. Yet governments in Third World countries pursue values 
other than instrumental efficiency and fairness among individuals. It is 
naive to expect merit criteria alone to determine recruitment and promotion 
practices. Merit is likely to be one of several criteria for selection and 
advancement, respected more for some kinds of positions, for example, 
engineers, doctors and agronomists, than for others that are technically less 
demanding. In many lines of work, merit isrecognizedbythe establishment 
of minimum educational attainments; persons who satisfy the minimum 
requirements can then be appointed or promoted by patronage methods or 
representative criteria. Development managers, who are.themselves often 
the products of selection by criteria other than pure merit, must be prepared 
to evoke good performance from staff members selected by equally flawed 
criteria.

POLITICAL NEUTRALITY

Civil servants everywhere are expected to be loyal to the state that employs 
them. But how committed need they be—should they be—to the regimd 
currently in office? Classical Western bureaucrats, loyal to the state and its\ 
institutions, faithfully execute its laws; their expertise and advice are' 
available to their political masters, whose policies they imprement even 
when they may disagree with them. Between competing political parties, 
they are scrupulously neutral; they are required to abstain from partisan 
political activity. Political neutrality is the price the career civil servant pays 
for continuity in office, for being acceptable to politically responsible 
ministers from whatever party or faction temporarily holds office. ^

The contrary view is that the loyalty of civil servants to the abstract state 
and its laws and institutions is insufficient; the regime in office is entitled to 
positive loyalty and enthusiastic commitment. Having faithfully served the/ 
previous regime and helped to implement its bad policies, politically 
neutral civil servants may be suspected of moral indifference, tantamount 
to passive opposition. Upon winning office by election or by violence, a 
government, according to this perspective, is entitled to fill key managerial 
posts in the civil service with unambiguously loyal supporters. Only 
committed civil servants can be relied on to execute the policies of their 
political masters with enthusiasm and employ their discretionary powers in 
ways that protect and strengthen the regime. Better sacrifice some expertise 
and experience to achieve the advantages of commitment and reliability.'!

Politicizing the civil service is a certain prescription for mediocre perfor-\ 
mance, since the main criterion for recruitment and survival in office isj 
political loyalty, rather than ability or performance. Political neutrality does
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not ensure good performance, but it makes it possible; it allows professional 
standards to be applied and rewarded. When political criteria prevail, 
loyalty and influence displace talent and performance as criteria for recruit
ment and advancement; opportunities to professionalize the civil service 
are consequently limited. Political neutrality facilitates, though it cannot 
ensure, effective development management.

GENERALISTS VS. SPECIALISTS

What of the choice between generalist and specialist managers? Should 
managers emerge from the ranks of professional and program specialists, 
t^ m  public-works engineers, agronomists, doctors, econoit)ists, and teach- 

>CTS—^persons who would be expected, by experience and additional train- 
f  ing, to add managerial and policy skills to their programmatic expertise? Or 
/  should managers be recruited and trained to be experts in management, 

with broad policy and general managerial capabilities, administrative 
generalists able to apply their skills to any substantive field of activity? 
Should the more senior ranks of the civil service, those that deal with larger 
policy and managerial issues, be filled exclusively or mainly from a gener
alist administtative elite, rather than those whose basic training and expe
rience have been in the specialized professions? European, especially 
British and French (but also Japanese), practice has favored generalists as an 
administrative elite, monopolizing senior civil service ranks, from which 
progtam specialists are mostly excluded. The U.S. pattern frowns on the 
notion Of an administrative e lit^nd  encourages the movement of program 
specialists, primarily by experience, into managerial roles, including the 
most senior civil service posts available to career personnel.

My conclusion from observing both these patterns is that each of them is 
workable, but that the growing complexity of goverrunent favors the U.S. 
pattern, which calls for adding managerial expertise to backgroimds in 
professional and programmatic specialization. This requires more formal 
midcareer training in policy analysis and in managerial skills than is 
generally available to specialists when they advance into nfenagerial roles. 
Conversely, generalists, whose administrative and policy skills are often 
more assumed than demonstrated, can be required as they advance in then- 
careers to specialize in broad substantive and policy areas—for example, 
finance, urban affairs, public works, environmental and resource manage
ment—so that they become competent to supervise program specialists. 
This pattern, however, imposes a ceiling on the career aspirations of 
engineers,'doctors, economists, and other professionals that can seldom be 
justified by the superior talent, training, and performance of generalists in 
managerial positions.
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Either arrangement can be made to work. The training of generalists in 
managerial and policy skills can be more explicit, and they can be compelled 
to specialize in broad program areas; alternatively, program specialists can 
be required to enhance their managerial skills as they move into adminis
trative roles. Unless, however, there are compelling political reasons to 
favor the persistence of the generalist-elite system—for example, that the 
All-India Administrative Service counteracts dangerous centrifugal ten
dencies in the Indian federal state—the presumption for future develop
ment should favor the U.S. pattern, adding managerial skills to a foundation 
in program specialization. The complexity of modern government puts a 
premium on substantive knowledge and experience, while the entrench
ment of a cadre that claims high status immediately upon recruitment from 
universities is upfair to specialists who are equally and often better edu
cated and no less talented or experienced in actual managerial tasks.

IMPROVING BUREAUCRATIC PERFORMANCE; 
CLASSICAL METHODS

How does one improve the performance of bureaucratic organizations 
charged with the implementation of development programs? During four 
decades of experience with international assistance, the main donor agen
cies have employed four methods:

1. Enhancing managerial skills b}(^ucation and t^ ^ U ^  in the institu
tions of the donor countiy ano^^<--establi9hffigphd strengthening 
training institutions and programs in LDCs. The main objective has 
been to upgrade the management skills, the professional orientation, 
and, more recently, the policy-analytical competence of individual 
career executives (Kerrigan and Luke 1987).

2. Improving th^fechnoldgi^?available to managers, thereby enabling 
them to use resgurce§-HlOTe efficiently and make their performance 
more effective. This transfer-of-technology approach includes finan
cial methods such as budgeting, accounting, and expenditure control; 
improving the speed and accuracy of information flows, particularly 
through microcomputers; and more rational methods of scheduling, 
monitoring, and evaluating progranxuperations (Kiggimdu 1989, ch. 6).

3. <̂ ^4japnalizing~brganization and procedures-and adjusting structures
and rnethods to enhance management control, save resources, increase 
efficiency, and speed the delivery of services—applying to govern
ment operations the prescriptions and experiences of the scientific 
management movement and its technocratic successors in private 
industry (Rondinelli 1987).
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4. s(rengthe«ing^bureatKracies as social insU^itJons, building institu
tions in ways that both enhanceTheif internal capabilities and improve 
their ability to interact productively with theit external environment 
and thus sustain the development activities for which they are respon
sible (Esman 1972b).

MANAGEMENT DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

These Hassiral methods of management improvement and development 
and related concerns with program management have been elaborated in 
an extensive literature that incorporates the state of the art in contemporary 
development administration (United Nations 1975/1978; Brinkerhdff1990). 
They apply to all levels of activity, from individual programs and eiiter- 
prises to economic sectors and even to government as a whole. The utility 
of and continuing need for these methods are clear, even though they are 
often promoted dogmatically and make insufficient allowai\ce for adapt
ability to specific Third World conditions. Except for the institution-build- 
ingapproach, their mainlimitation is their technocratic orientation, assuming 
as they do that the underlying political and cultural environment will be 
receptive to and supportive of such innovations. This has proved to be 
inadequate to the tasks at hand, failing to address the structural, motiva
tional, and political dimensions of development management.

Beyond the technocratic measures that promise increased efficiency, what 
is most needed is to loosen the rigidities of classical bureaucratic structures 
and adapt t^eir operations to thq uncertainties, complexities^ and societal 
pluralism that characterize the environments in which they operate. The 
problem with the aforementioned standard approaches to improving de
velopment management is. not that they are wrong or unnecessary, but that 
they are too narrow in their conception. They neglect the pluralism within 
bureaucratic structures and the incentives that motivate behavior—topics 
that have been extensively developed in the literatiue on organizational 
behavior. They overlook the complexities of the external environment that 
confront all developmental bureaucracies and the political forces that act 
on all government agencies and the programs they administer.

How then can the structures, proc^vues, and operations of government 
bureaucracies be loosened or adapted to enhance their performance as 
development organizations? How can the advantages of the bureaucratic 
method of organization and operation, including the control, discipline, 
and accountability that are essential to responsible gbvemment, be r^on- 
ciled with the need for flexibility and timely response to differentiated 
publics in pursuit of developmental goals? This question, fundamental to 
development management, is the main focus of the rest of this chapter. Hie 
methods outUned can be categorized as structural, procedural, motiva
tional, political, and the control of abuses.
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STRUCTURAL REFORM 

Administrative Deconcentration

A continuing problem of bureaucracy, one that can never be finally re
solved, is the balancing of central control with operating discretion by 
subordinate staff, especially those in the field at a physical distance from 
headquarters. The inclination of agency headquarters is to apply strict rules, 
to preprogram all decisions so that their implementation is reduced to 
routines, and to require all exceptions to be referred to headquarters for 
amendments to the rules or for special treatment. In this way, seiuor 
politicians and administrators, many of whom feel more comfortable and 
competent dealing with specific operational cases than with general issues 
of policy, attempt to assert continuing control over specific problems that 
arise and thereby coimteract centrifugal tendencies resulting from the 
machinations of local elites and the complicity of field staffs. The inclination 
of field personnel is to ask for some discretion to interpret general policies 
and specific rules to accommodate the realities they encoimter, realities 
that result from natural and social heterogeneity or changing conditions 
that could not have been anticipated when rules were formulated and 
programs designed. These tensions are inherent in all large and complex 
organizations.

The determination of which concessions headquarters should be pre
pared to make in favor of timely response to local circumstances and which 
matters require strict uniformity depends very much on the subject. Policy 
matters that threaten macropolitical consequences are certain to be reserved 
to the highest levels of government; matters that are considered more 
routine can be decentralized and handled as incremental adjustments 
within field bureaucracies. Financial obligations such as taxes and entitle
ments such as pension payments must be precise and uniform, allowing for 
little or no managerial discretion. The operation of small irrigation systems, 
local health clinics, or urban sites and services activities may, on the other 
hand, benefit greatly from— îndeed may require—a measure of on-site 
managerial discretion. Within the same activity, some matters may require 
uniform rules, for example, the price of pharmaceuticals in rural health 
centers, while the operation of these facilities ought to be flexible enough to 
respond to specific local health problems and the convenience of the public.

The main structural expedient for toning up bureaucratic performance is 
decentralization in its various forms. Here we are not speaking of the state 
divesting itself of activities that it has been performing and transferring 
them to nongovernmental agencies by the processes of privatization and 
deregulation. These processes and their implications for development 
management are dealt with in Chapter 5. At this point, I limit myself to the
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twin processes of administrative deconcentration and institutional devolu
tion of activities that continue to be performed by government (Rondinelli, 
NeUis, and Cheema 1984; Silverman 1990). This problem arises because of 
the aforementioned tendency of governments tggonc^itrat^^cision in ^ -  
ing in the capital city and at flie top reaches of govemmgptliieiarchies. The 
consequencglgthaFR eadqu^^ is ovfigtiadedwltKsmalldecisions,action 
is long d^laypd^ decisions are made without sigrhficant"input of local 
in fo rm atio n o ^^  of local circumstances, ancTSaboTdinate
personnel, especially in the field, are deprived of incentives to use their 
initiative or to respond to the needs and convenience of the public. Bureau
cracy thus becomes a cumbersome, inflexible, and imresponsive apparatus.

In Chapter 2, 1 referred to the societal pluralism and environmental 
variations that complicate the problems of governance. Rigorously central
ized, preprogrammed, and uniform rules cannot accommodate these varia
tions and contingencies in circumstances and needs. The actions of 
government, the regulations it applies, and the services it seeks to deliver 
become unresponsive, even irrelevant to local needs and circumstances, 
wasting the resources of government while failing to come to terms with 
local conditions. Speedier commvmications, even when this becomes t^ h -  
nically possible, cannot resolve this problem, because communications 
cannot remedy the limited capacity of headquarters to process expedi
tiously numerous low-priority matters that converge on it from the field. 
Correcting these dysfunctions requires structural adjustments, the most 
important of which is the deconcentration of authority to act within the 
state's bureaucratic structures.

Deconcentration represents a major administrative reform that most 
Third World governments have been slow and reluctant to implement. 
Although it keeps control within the state bureaucracies, it necessitates 
changes in organizational culture on the part of both superiors and subor
dinates, resulting in a perceived loss of control among the former and a 
reduction of the dependency that many of the latter find reassuring and 
comfortable. Specifically, it threatens a shift of power in favor of bureau
cratic subordinates or local elites. It may confront officials in capital cities, 
enjoying as they do the amenities of metropolitan living plus proximity to 
political power, with the distasteful prospect of being reposted to provincial 
locations. It may disrupt comfortable practices that allow interest groups to 
limit their efforts to senior officials in the capital city.

There are, however, countervailing tendencies. As their confidence and 
sophistication increase, central government elites may come to recognize 
that deconcentration need not entail loss of effective control, but rather a 
substitution of methods that relieve headquarters of routine details and 
enhance their ability to concentrate on more consequential problems 
policy development, financial allocations, performance evaluation, and
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program adjustments—while using their administrative resources more 
effectively. Deconcentration also helps adapt development organizations 
to the need to reconcile the authority of line managers with the parallel 
authority of staff officers exercising control over financial, legal, and 
technical matters. Operating managers face the confusing but unavoidable 
necessity of living with the complexity of several superiors to whom they 

' are simultaneously responsible. This results in "matrix" arrangements, 
which require operating managers to adjust to the not entirely consistent 
but nonetheless legitimate requirements of line and staff superiors, 
abridging in effect the simplistic maxim of unity of command. By short
ening lines of communication, deconcentration simplifies these matrix 
processes of management, loosening formal patterns of hierarchical author
ity in order to accommodate functional specialization within a single 
bureaucratic structure (Davis and Lawrence 1977).

Administrative deconcentration cannot be an all or nothing process. 
Policy choices and budget allocations must remain in headquarters, while 
operations are passed down within the organization. The more a matter 
requires uniformity across the country—for example, tax rates, pension 
entitlements, fertilizer subsidies—the more centralized the locus of deci
sions and the more rigorous the rules and the procedures. The more 
politically sensitive the issue, the more headquarters will insist on control 
and on preprogramming action; the larger the financial commitment, the 
greater the number of people affected, and the more complex the technol
ogy, the more likely that decisions will be reserved for headquarters. But 
this leaves large areas of government operations that can and should be 
delegated to subordinate echelons in the hierarchy, closer to the locus of 
contact with the public.

Administrative deconcentration cannot merely be decreed. Its implica
tions must take account of shifts in power, especially by officials at the 
center, who may consider themselves to be prospective losers in such 
structural changes. Central office personnel will resist transfer to the field. 
Subordinate managers, especially those in the field, must be trained to 
levels that condition them to accept greater responsibility for decisions. 
They must be aware not only of policies and rules, but also of their 
underlying logic and of ongoing revisions and changes so that the discre
tion they exercise can take accoimt of these strictures and be contained 
within allowable parameters. Management information systems must be in 
place to ensure timely and accurate commimication of changes in policies 
and rules, allow field experience to be incorporated into decision processes, 
and enable headquarters to be aware of what is happening on the groimd. 
Routine reporting systems need to be supplemented by inspections, pro
gram evaluations, and other methods of performance review. Incentive 
arrangements should reward managers who accept responsibility for taking



decisions at their level, even though they may make occasional mistakes. 
The processes of deconcentration may be implemented in stages over 
several years, more and more discretion being yielded to field staff as they 
gain experience and headquarters gains confidence in their ability to 
assume greater responsibility.

As with all social arrangements, administrative deconcentration is never 
trouble free; tensions between central control and field discretion are never 
finally resolved. Field personnel may use their discretion unwisely,.cor- 
ruptly, or in discriminatory ways, yielding to local elites, alienating sections 
of the public, embarrassing their superiors and even the government. When 
such incidents occur, as inevitably they do, the tendency is to tighten the 
rules, circumscribe field discretion, and draw future decisions back to 
headquarters—in effect, to reconcentrate in order to prevent the recurrence 
of mistakes and abuses. This response succeeds only in restoring the 
previous unsatisfactory status quo. While attempting to minimize the 
possibility of such breakdowns, top management must build the compe
tence and confidence of field personnel and improve commimications 
within the organization. It must be willing to risk and cope with occasional 
management failures as the price of more timely, effective, and responsive 
service delivery.

Institutional Devolution

A decentralizing reform with more fundamental institutional implications 
than administrative deconcentration is the devolution of functions to self- 
governing local authorities or to organized constituencies (Montgomery 
1972; Leonard and Marshall 1982; Smith 1985). Central government yields 
control of certain services to local units selected by and responsible to local 
publics. It is thereby relieved of some of the financial burden of providing 
certain services—a significant benefit when central government finances 
are under severe and chronic stress. Local communities are free to provide 
services in such volume and in such ways as they are willing to pay for in 
response to local demand. Financing of such services may involve some 
funding from the center, sharing costs, or matching local revenues, taking 
accoimt of local fund-raising capabilities and efforts. Central funding may 
be contingent on local compliance with centrally determined service stan
dards enforced usually by inspections.

Except for large mimicipalities, local governments in most developing 
E n tr ie s  are notably anemic, their financial capabilities severely circuin- 
scribed, their personnel ill-qualified, and the range and quality of their 
services feeble. Central government politicians and senior civil servants are 
reluctant to strengthen local government or to yield control of pubUc 
services, even when they are themselves incapable of providing them.
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Central politicians fear that autonomous local authorities may becdme 
breeding grounds for opposition politicians or strongholds of po litic ize  
ethnic minorities. Senior civil servants fear both the diminution of their own 
power and the erosion of quality standards in the services over which they 
would lose direct control—often a self-serving claim. Their disinclination to 
take initiative on this subject is reinforced by the failiu-e of many local 
authorities to demand greater responsibility and freedom of action, which 
is often the consequence of traditions of dependency, insufficient selfV 
confidence, unmobilized publics, and especially fear of additional financim 
burdens. Thus the growing impulse for devolution in most Third Worid 
countries originates less in local demand than in the financial predicament 
of central governments.

Like administrative deconcentration, institutional devolution carries with 
it several corollaries and prerequisites. The first is to )deld enough financial 
space to local authorities to enable them to raise sufficient revenues by 
taxation and user charges to pay for additional or expanded services— 
maintaining local roads, operating clinics, managing markets. Local au
thorities will do this only if mandated by central government or if the 
benefits of additional services are perceived by their constituents as justify
ing the incremental financial burdens. The second prerequisite is to ensure 
the basic technical and managerial competence of local personnel. The third 
is to help local lay leaders to understand and perform their supervisory 
functions.

This loosening of conventional public bureaucracies cannot be achieved 
by the sudden abandonmentof responsibility by the center. The center must 
be prepared to facilitate the transfer by providing for the training of local 
staff, allowing reasonable sources of taxation, and implementing workable 
divisions of labor between central bureaucracies and local authorities. 
These will differ sector by sector and service by service. Loan funds that help 
local authorities to finance needed facilities and equipment may promote 
the process of devolution. For a period of time, the state may have to 
supervise and audit local finances and help build the institutions of local 
self-government. The tutelage may then be gradually withdrawn; autono
mous local units will have to be allowed to make their own mistakes, live 
with, the consequences, and learn to solve their problems without provok
ing the reassertion of centralized controls. Central authorities will have to 
learn to suffer what they regard as tmwise or deviant decisions and even to 
tolerate local political bases for opposition figures if they are to realize the 
benefits of loc^ resource mobilization and more activated local cbmmimities.

Some central government elites may consider this loss of direct control too 
risky, on both political and programmatic grounds, and persist in circum
scribing local autonomy with tight controls. For this reason, bureaucratic 
deconcentration, which permits state elites to maintain effective control, is
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more likely than institutional devolution to be the initial route to structural 
reform in most LDCs.

The Organization of Work

In conventional bureaucracies, work is organized according to the principle 
of division of labor, combined with increasing differentiation and specifica
tion of tasks and responsibilities as one moves downward from headquar
ters into the operational hierarchies. At the extremities of the hierarchies, 
individuals occupy jobs whose functions are strictly defined and narrowly 
circumscribed within the framework of the specialized unit to which they 
are accountable. The performance of specialized tasks is prescribed by 
detailed rules and procedures with which staff members are expected to 
comply. This has proved to be an effective pattern for organizing work in 
stable environments, capitalizing on specialization and clarity of functions, 
where the main objective is to turn out standardized products by fixed 
routines. The negative consequence is rigidity; sluggishness in accommo
dating local needs, changing conditions, or consumer preferences; and 
difficulty in communicating and coordinating efforts across the boundaries 
of specialized hierarchies even in the same organization. The effects of these 
barriers can be exaggerated, as organization members typically iimovate 
informal methods of bending or circumventing formal rules to overcome 
structural and procedural rigidities in the common-sense interest of getting 
the job done. But this is accomplished in spite of, not because of, the formal 
arrangements that indeed inhibit the flexibility and adaptability required 
for many services associated with development.

Much attention has been devoted by academic observers and real-world 
experiments to methods of adapting complex organizations to the require
ments of more dynamic and more uncertain task environments (Katz and 
Kahn 1978; Bennis 1969). Such methods have become one of,the reigning 
fads in the field of management. Among the structural methods that have 
emerged are multidisciplinary management teams of specialists assembled 
for particular problem-solving tasks; once the problem has been solved, the 
team is dissolved, members return to their parent rmits, and the new 
ongoing operations are converted to routines by more or less standard 
patterns of rule-based specialization. Another pattern is to structure work 
according to the main products or expected outputs of the organization: 
specialization-by process yielding to more integrated product- or output- 
oriented patterns of managemenh Top-down standardized rules, proce
dures, and job descriptions are relaxed or suspended, while employees are 
encouraged to combine their collective knowledge, work experience, enter
prise, and initiative to structure their own work environment and set and 
enforce standards of performance oriented to results and cost-effective
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outputs that are satisfactory to the consuming public. Central headquarters 
establishes the parameters within which such collective initiative and 
discretion can be practiced, and it provides necessary resources, including 
technical and managerial assistance, but the ultimate test of organization 
and process is the ability of the work group to achieve acceptable outputs 
or results.

The objective of such reforms in the organization of work is to relax the 
rigidities of classic bureaucratic structures, not to supplant them. Results of 
such experiments in Third World situations—and indeed, in Western 
governments—are not conclusive, though the basic idea is highly touted by 
an important school of management reformers (Peters and Waterman 
1984). Releasing the initiative and-experience of rank-and-file staff mem
bers, orienting performance to results rather than conformity with rules and 
procedures, and facilitating communication and coordination across orga
nizational lines are important objectives for coping with task environments 
that are changeable and characterized by considerable uncertainty. In the 
framework of responsible government, such reforms must, however, be 
compatible with the maintenance of essential managerial accoimtability 
and control not only of results, but of essential procedures as well. Organi
zational structures and standard procedures may become ends in them
selves, displacing output goals, but they are not invariably or necessarily 
irrational or dispensable. Some government-mandated procediures and 
routines guarantee members of the public equal access to services; others 
ensure equity in personnel practices; others require that government pur
chasing be subject to competitive bidding and that decisions including 
financial expenditures be properly recorded. These requirements may, 
however, constrain or retard the accomplishment of organizational outputs 
or results.

Thus there are inevitable trade-offs. Although some management con
trols are clearly necessary in government, the direction of change should 
favor reforms that relax the rigidity of bureaucratic structure and opera
tions and provide greater opportunity for the exercise of staff initiatives. 
The reorganization of work away from hierarchical specialization and 
detailed specification of tasks and procediues is one such method. It is 
associated with parallel reforms, including structural decentralization and 
participatory management, which are discussed and evaluated in other 
sections of thisThapter.

Paraprofessionals

The conventional practice of most governments has been to provide ser
vices entirely through full-time, permanent, and pensionable employees. 
The effect of this practice has been to overextend government budgets or.
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/ alternatively, to limit the outreach of government, especially in rural areas 
and urban slums. Governments have found that they simply cannot afford 

/the personnel needed to extend agricultural, health, family planning, and 
urban community services to large, dispersed publics.

The innovation that has'emerged is the paraprofessional expedient; local 
'm en and women who lack the formal educational qualifications of normal 
ygo vernment employees, but are prepared to work, often part time, at wages 

far below civil service levels (Esman et al. 1980; Esman 1983). They are often 
selected and partly compensated by local communities and associations 
and trained by government'agencies to perform specific routine tasks that 
they can handle adequately at a fraction of what government employees 
would cost. By this device, governments have been able to extend their 
services at affordable costs, while communities that benefit take some 
responsibility for providing facilities and nominating and compensating 
the paraprofessional staff. This method has been outstandingly effective in 
staffing primary health services and has also been successful in community 
development, agricultural extension, social forestry, irrigation manage
ment, and the provision of services in urban squatter settlements. It seems 
to be most effective when local associations accept an active role in the 
selection process and in monitoring performance.

""TTie paraprofessional method is not cost free or trouble free. Government 
agencies have foimd that they cannot train paraprofessionals on a one-time 
basis and then turn them loose to perform. They require continuous backup 

Nsupj)ort from permanent staff to renew and expand training; provide 
referral service for nonroutine problems; maintain reliable flows of infor- 
i^ tio n  and supplies; such as medicines; and sustain morale. When backup 
support is not available, the system falls apart. When the system is main
tained, it is a reliable low-cost method of extending public services and even 
certain kinds of regulations beyond what would be possible by conven
tional means. Its potential has only begun to be exploited.

REFORM OF PROCEDURES AND METHODS

Loosening the rigidity, improving the performance, and enhancing the 
responsiveness of bureaucratic organizations can be facilitated by process 
innovations and changes in methods of operation. Many of these must be 
specific to individual programs, for example, simplifying paperwork inci
dent to agricultural credit or speeding the public's access to health services. 
Many of these reforms depend on rationalizing financial management— 
budgeting, expenditure control, accounting, and purchasing. Since these 
essentially technical measures have been elaborately documented and 
assessed in mainline publications in public management, I do not expand
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on them here (United Nations 1975, 1978; Caiden and Wildavsky 1974). 
Instead I focus on a set of less familiar procedural reforms that are likely to 
be productive in the framework of development management.'

Information Management

One of the classical problems of management is how to maintain the 
integrity of information in bureaucratic structures. Information is an indis
pensable resource for managers in complex organizations, for both opera
tions and accountability, since aU coordinated action depends critically on 
reliable and accurate communication. For development managers espe
cially, two kinds of communication are essential: (1) information about the 
external environment, including natural conditions; the needs, preferences, 
and convenience of the publics they are serving; and the activities and 
intentions of other organizations and of political actors that impinge on 
their areas of responsibility; and (2) information internal to the organiza
tion, especially the general orientation and specific instructions from higher 
authority, reports of substantive problems and performance from subordi
nates, and data about conditions within the organization, especially the 
capabilities, morale, and performance of personnel.

There are four problems with information flows that managers must 
address but can never entirely solve:

1. Information comes at a cost in time and money; it is neW  a free good. 
At the same time, managers cannot cope with, cannot absorb, unlim
ited flows of data. In order to control costs, ensure the availability of 
needed data, and exclude extraneous information, management pro
vides routines for information flows, including the preselection of 
categories of information that enter the standard communications 
channels. Other classes of information are thereby excluded from 
routine channels, though they might prove at some time to be impor
tant for decision and action.

2. Flows of information in complex, especially bureaucratic, organiza
tions are vulnerable to distortion, willfully or by accident. Policy 
statements and instructions from senior management, as they trickle 
down the hierarchy and are successively detailed and refined to apply 
to specific conditions, can be« interpreted to yield guidelines that 
diverge markedly from original intent. Information flowing from 
working levels can be screened, aggregated, and presented in ways 
intended to protect subordinate managers from criticism or provide 
what it is believed senior management wants to hear (Laudon 1974).



3. Even the availability of accurate and timely information does not 
ensure that it will be used. Some managers tend to rely on wisdom, 
intuition, previoris experience, restricted but trusted sources, or en
tirely on routine data. To economize on time and effort, they succeed 
in excluding or overlooking other kinds of potentially useful informa
tion. They may lack the skills, curiosity, or incentives to reach out to 
alternative sources or even to make good use of information that is 
within their grasp.

4. In the competition for resources and influence within a single organ
ization or between organizations, information is seldom politically 
neutral. Availability or denial of information can be a weapon used to 
promote or defend particular organizational interests. What informa
tion is requested and what information is supplied, even when the 
latter is technically accurate, must frequently be evaluated in political 
terms; who benefits, who is hurt, and how the information is being 
employed for political advantage (Ehitton and Kraemer 1985).

The loosening of bureaucratic organizations for developmental purposes, 
particularly decentralized operations, has important implications for the 
management of information. These include several themes, for example, 
that routine information flows need to be redesigned to emphasize perfor
mance goals and the relative effectiveness of alternative means rather than 
meticulous compliance with standard procedures. Information^ about the 
external environment must be accorded higher priority. Management 
cannot depend entirely on routine information flows; its antennas must be 
tuned to multiple soiurces and channels, both internal and external.

Routine flows of reasonably reliable and timely data can be speeded at 
moderate cost by such technologies as microcomputers, which also facili
tate the storage and retrieyal of large volumes of potentially useful imteri- 
als. Microcomputers are a tan^ble manifestation of the revolution in 
informatics that has favorable implications for management and program 
operations. Although their technical dimensions are beyond the scope of 
this book, microcomputers' ability to store and retrieve large volumes of 
data, to communicate information speedily and accurately, can greatly 
increase the productivity of staff, speed their response time, and adjust 
responses to specific local needs (United Nations 1988). Their effects on 
airline reservations and banking transactions are familiar to laypeople in all 
Western countries. For some kinds of decisions, they facilitate managerial 
centralization—for example, the regional allocation of scarce medicines, for 
many others, they foster decentralized operations because of the useful and 
timely information they make available to decision makers on the ground. 
The costs of microcomputers are modest and declining; the hardware has 
become quite robust; reasonably literate staff can be trained to use them.
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The association of personnel with such high-technology equipment has 
positive effects on morale and self-esteem. Provisions for the prompt and 
competent servicing of such equipment are feasible.

The main difficulty is the generation of software that is relevant to the 
distinctive natural and institutional environments of individual coimtries, 
since these markets are often small and the costs of developing and testing 
suitable software are consequently high. The software bottleneck is espe
cially difficult for applications that are intended to be used for policy 
planning, program design, and project management, rather than for routine 
operations.

Microcomputers can, however, facilitate management in nearly all gov
ernment operations: from financial accoimting to crop reporting, from the 
control of inventory for medical and health installations to the scheduling 
of road maintenance. Individual positions and entire operations can be 
redesigned for enhanced efficiency and responsiveness, though promised 
cost savings are often slow to materialize. There is, however, one critical 
condition that must be met before the communications revolution can pay 
off for developing countries: Information that becomes available must 
actually be used at all levels of decision making and of action as well; 
otherwise, microcomputers become expensive toys. Speedy and accurate 
information facilitates, but cannot ensure, responsive action. Hospital X 
may communicate an urgent need for penicillin and surgical gloves, but 
unless the warehouse staff acts promptly and responsively on that informa-' 
tion, and unless the supply system has provided the warehouse with these 
items, information alone will not secure them. Experienced managers 
recognize that it is easier to move information than to achieve disciplined 
and responsive action in large organizations; information is a tool, never a 
substitute, for management.

Routine flows, both quantitative and qualitative, remain the principal 
informational resource for both operations and accoimtability. These re
quirements must, however, be monitored periodically to ensure that head
quarters does not overwhelm field offices with requests for series of data 
that are seldom used—a chronic and valid complaint of working-level staff. 
Reporting requirements must concentrate on data directly instrumental to 
programmatic operations and goals, and the means of achieving them. The 
integrity of routine flows is a constant preoccupation of senior manage
ment, which must expend resources to check and verify their reliability.

Although routine flows are essential to orderly management, they are 
never sufficient, especially in the d3mamic context of developmental changes. 
Since the critical tests for development-oriented programs are their benefi
cial impacts on the public, baseline information about their underl3dng 
circumstances as well as updated reports on the effects of program interven
tions assume high priority in information flows. To monitor program



impacts, managers must supplement routine channels by personal visits, 
periodic formal and informal inspections, staff conferences, employee 
suggestions, and complaints and demands from the public, politicians, and 
interest groups, while maintaining a healthy appreciation for the tendency 
of suppliers to bias the selection and interpretation of information in their 
favor. When managers take advantage of multiple channels and demon
strate an openness to nonroutine and nonconventional sources, iiseful 
information will flow; otherwise reporting can degenerate into mmdless 
procedures.

Improvements in the communication and uses of management mtorma- 
tion depend on the skills and the incentives that motivate management 
personnel. Enhancement of these skills can be achieved as a component of 
management training, including, but not limited to, the uses of computer
ized data. These skills cover the responsive uses of routme and repetitive 
information on current operations as well as the measured investment o 
effort and time in the identification and acquisition of baseline and other 
societal data. Incentives to employ data more productively can be Imked to 
improved methods and criteria for bureaucratic accountability. Trachtional 
systems of accountability for the use of inputs, mainly financial,
very narrowinformationalrequirements. When these aresupplemented by
performance criteria—how well development outcomes are realized by 
various programmatic outputs—incentives for managers to search out and 
use information as a resource for achieving these performance goak are 
greatly increased. This is especially true when goals are publicized and 
working-level staff as well as members of the public contribute to the
needed exchanges of information. e x .

When development activities are .carried out imder conditions of such 
uncertainty that measurable goals cannot readily be specified for ex
ample, in famUy planning of social forestry—development programs be
come action hypotheses that must be carefully monitored and evaluated to 
determine what methods are likely to be effective imder specific circum
stances (Rondinelli 1983). Information management in such situations 
tracks and assesses both processes and impacts. Organizational leammg 
and incremental knowledge building require continuous information ex
changes between the staff of development agencies and the affected pubhcs.
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Social Marketing

One of the most significant process improvements, one that applies to a 
broad range of government activities that have a direct impact on the pu c,
is incorporated in theconceptof social marketing. Theunderlyingnotionof
social marketing is that service providers should attempt to determine what 
the public, their prospective "customers," actually want and prefer, what
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methods of supplying the service they would find most welcome and 
convenient, and then attempt to satisfy their customers' demands. Instead 
of unilaterally setting the terms and conditions of public services, govern
ment bureaucracies should make a positive effort to adapt them to the 
expressed needs and preferences of the public. Instead of waiting for the 
public to claim services, government agencies ought to reach out, attempt
ing actively to "sell" or extend their services. Government agencies would 
then expect to be evaluated by ttieir success in inducing the public to use 
the seryices they provide, adjusting both content and methods to public 
demand. When government finances limit the scale of services that can be 
provided, a measure of effective social marketing may be the willingness of 
the public to cofinance or even to coproduce and coprovide such services by 
paying user fees or otherwise contributing to their costs (Kotler 1976).

In the conventional bureaucratic model of service delivery, a government 
agency designs services as authorized by-law and the availability of funds 
and makes them available to the public. The government thus is a passive 
provider of services, which the public is free to claim or disregard. Social 
marketing places government in the more proactive role of inducing or 
persuading potential consumers to avail themselves of services that, in turn, 
must be made attractive to them. As with commercial marketers, the 
agency's incentive system must provide rewards, material and nonmaterial, 
to those who successfully reach and engage their potential customers. One 
way to do so—the favorite of classical economists and of their contempo
rary acolytes in the "public choice" school—is to facilitate competition 
among two or more providers of services.

Even when competition or consumer choice is not feasible, the extension 
or marketing approach to public services represents a departure from the 
conventional bureaucratic model. One modest example in agriculture is 
the one-stop facility in which several related services to farmers that are 
conventionally supplied at different locations and through separate pro
cedures by specialized agencies, such as extension, credit, seeds, and 
fertilizer, are made available in integrated packages at a single location to 
cater to the convenience of farm "customers." Social marketing by govern
ment agencies cannot quite attain the goal of consumer sovereignty, but it 
begins to orient government services decisively in that direction. Its success 
depends on shifting the patterns of bureaucratic motivation.

MOTIVATIONAL REFORM 

Rewards and Punishments

The incentives that apply in bureaucratic organizations often thwart devel
opment performance. Advancement is based on patronage or seniority.
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procedures displaces the goals of service. Yet it is ̂ ear |hat indm^^^^^
Lrvants cannot be left entirely free,ontheirovm unrestrained

set aside or dispense with organizational rules
those that concern finances. Some controls contmue to be
however, the main goal is performance rather than control, taere a
opportunities to loosendetailed controls and stimulate
tive and responsiveness by shifting the mcentive sb^etoe ^hat applies 
both individuals and groups (Matheson 1978; ^ a w l^  983> .

The effectiveness of incentives and rewards vanes m th  .
Some cultures value individualism, others group sohdanty. Some assign a 
high value to security, others to goal achievement, specific J^^J'bves 
S i e  intended to motivate personnel need to be congruent ^ t h  the 
Ernies ofthehTociety. It must L  recognized, however, that developmen 
tooUes mltural change and cultures are not immutable. Rewards for 
seiwiceoriented performance can be directed to mdividuals or to groups. 
They can be both material-including pay raises, cash bonuses, promo- 
tio n l and opportunities for self-improvement through framing and 
nonmaterial--including special symbolic recognition for excellent service. 
The criteria should be related to performance of the agency's service goa 
^ e v d S b o t h  by the pubUc, b, terms of their respor«is to the services,

^ T O e 'tS O T o ra p p ^ n g  selecHve incentives and bonuses is that m the
pS^eirariSolofm anylargeorganl^K on^suchre^^^^^
L>n lose their selectivity and be aw ard ^  equally q S
entitlements or routine elements in the compensation structoe. Une 
method of dealing with this p ro b l^  is to ^“ 'Pbas’ze rew a^s o ^  p 
rather than individuals, in ways that comport with culture nonr^ ana 
avoid the morale-destroying effects of individual competition within a 
single organizational unit. Another method is the use of 
contracts or understandings that are set by mutual agreernent, establish 
specific goals for organizational units, and provide a

leavinf the units considerable latitude for imtiative m the

“ 'no  sueW angem ents can ever be foolproof, as staff members may find 
wavs to manipufate information, distort their efforts, and 
S  a r e S  measured and achieved. THe disbursement of fimds, for 
e^ aW e, ts  L r e  easily achieved and more easily measured t h ^  he 
achievement of substantive results. The latter, however, should be the 
principal criterion for evaluating performance and allocating rewards.
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Orienting goals and sanctions toward performance, results, or outputs can 
be a mighty step forward in achieving more than mere.compliance with the 
letter of procedures and routines or the expenditure of bureaucratic effort. 
The focus on results is especially useful if the public can be involved in the 
evaluation process. Public involvement can be achieved and assessed 
indirectly by the. public's use of services or their compliance with regula
tions or directly by periodic evaluation of performance, in which local 
organizations are induced to participate.

The employment of selective rewards to enhance performance is often 
thwarted by difficulties in measuring and evaluating organizational out
puts. There will always be some tension in bureaucratic orgajiizations 
between integrity of procedures that are readily measurable and respon
siveness to public n e ^ s  and convenience, which is harder to identify and 
evaluate. This tension, however, is not a valid reason for failing to empha
size service and output rather than adherence to procedures as the main test 
of satisfactory performance and the main incentive for career advancement 
and other rewards.

Working Conditions and Supplies

Poor working conditions are a major disincentive to performance, a prob
lem that particularly affects field staffs in-Third World copnlries. A s ,oac 
moves from the national capital to provincial cente^s,and,then to outlying 
areas, working conditions tend to deteriorate, facilities and equipment are 
less modern and often out of order, and the flow of supplies needed for 
program operations tends to be less reliable. Field personnel who deliver 
services to the public often workin cramped, dingy, poorly lighted and even 
unsanitary quarters, with antiquated office and ffling equipment. Their 
vehicles and machinery are often out of commission for lack of maintenance 
and replacement parts; their gasoline allotments are insufficient to enable 
them to reach their public; the flow of supplies such as cement, spare parts, 
medicines, fertilizer, and textbooks is frequently delayed or unavailable for 
extended periods; and their requests for assistance are often ignored. They 
feel, often correctly, that they are at the end of the line in dead-end jobs. The 
resulting sense of isolation, neglect, helplessness, and cynicism that is so 
common among field personnel saps morale and undermines performance.. 
Low job satisfaction produces low productivity and unresponsive perfor
mance; low productivity alienates the public; alienated publics reinforce 
low job satisfaction in a vicious circle of organizational decay (Smith 1967; 
Esman 1983).

Although these conditions have been exacerbated by the financial strains 
that have confronted many governments during the past decade, they were
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present even in better times. The underlying problem is the inability of the 
public to press their demands on officialdom. The symptoms are the 
preoccupation of headquarters staff with their own w o rl^g  arrangements, 
the low priority they attach to the working conditions of field personnel, 
and their failure to establish and maintain reliable lines of Commimication 
and supply with field offices. Even when shortages and delays are unavoid
able, careful allocation and timely notification enable field xmits to plan and 
to improvise, to make the best use of limited means. This also helps reassure 
field personnel that they have not been abandoned and that their efforts 
continue to be appreciated.

The success of development programs hinges on the performance of field 
staffs, on those who are actually in contact with the public—a reality that is 
often overlooked. Therefore, the disincentives and depressing effects of 
poor working conditions and unreliable flows of supplies are a serious 
problem for development managers. There should be realistic possibilities 
of career advancement to stimulate and reward ambitious employees. 
Sustaining the morale of field persoimel should be a continuous preoccupa
tion of development managers at all levels. Positive measures to improve 
working conditions, even incrementally and in small ways, can help. 
Establishing systems for advance notification of the availability of supplies 
and prompt shipment when they become available can enable field staff to 
live with shortages and disappointed publics. If workable systems are in 
plafce, scarcities^can be managed. This assumes, however, a continuing 
concert! for the working arrangements of field staff and for the modest 
incentives thdt enable them to maintain their self-esteem and to perform 
even imder difficult conditions.

Participatory ManageiA'eht

An imderutilized motivator of bureaucratic performance is incorporated in 
the concept of participatory management. Without abridging the hierarchi
cal authority structures that define bureaucracy, participatory manage
ment institutionalizes the regular and systematic consultation of staff 
members at all levels. It encourages and rewards the contribution of 
relevant and otherwise unobtainable information and experience toward 
solving the ground-level problems that all organizations encounter and 
beyond that toward improving the methods and timing of agency action. 
This process may be a major stimulus to motivation as it enhances the self
esteem of staff members and raises their status from mere instruments of the 
will of others t6 respected sources of information and shapers of action. It 
can enhance performance at low cost. The benefits of this change in 
organizational culture can, however, be realized only if the process proves 
to be consequential, to demonstrate to front-line managers and employees
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that their initiatives have discernible impacts on what the agency does, that 
it is more than a symbolic, token, or formalistic exercise.

In authoritarian societies where subordinates are expected to defer to 
status superiors, participatory management may appear to threaten the 
status and power of managers. They may resist it as a time waster, a 
generator of needless conflict, an ill-conceived concession to naive popu
lism, or a mischievous challenge to their legitimate hierarchical authority. 
Subordinates, long accustomed to meticulous compliance with rules and 
procedures, may feel imcomfoftable or that they are being asked to take 
uxmecessary risks in volimteering proposals to change methods that have 
been legitimatized by long practice and sanctioned by their superiors. That 
participatory management has the potential for evoking information and 
ideas that can materially improve the performance of bureaucratic organi
zations in terms of more efficient resource use and greater responsiveness 
to the public is, however, amply demonstrated in a rapidly growing 
literature drawn from concrete experience (Lawler 1988).

That participatory management involves significant behavioral change 
among both managers and staff is equally clear. Like any social innovation 
or institutional change, it has to be deliberately introduced by senior 
management, fostered over extended periods of time, featured in training 
programs, and emphasized in reward structures. It is, however, among the 
more useful potential motivators available for Third World bureaucracies. 
More than any other method, it can enhance staff morale while promoting 
and sustaining organizational learning, the process by which an organiza
tion at all levels builds and adapts its knowledge base in relation to both its 
internal dynamics and the publics it serves.

Like most reforms, however, participatory management can be oversold. 
Aside from the enhancement of staff morale, its principal contributions to 
program effectiveness and to instrumental efficiency are likely to be felt at 
the level of operations and at the interface between front-line management 
and the public, where their experience can evoke alternatives to prevailing 
methods and rules. While sponsoring and encouraging such initiatives, 
senior management remains responsible for evaluating the effects of pro
posed improvements on the policies and practices of the organization that 
may not be obvious to working-level staff, recognizing also that the latter 
may be promoting their own agendas and interests that may not be entirely 
congruent with those of the organization. Fresh perspectives on the organi
zation and its mission, policy innovations, and their implementation are 
more Ukely to be generated by senior management and "sold" to operating- 
level staff. In this case, participatory processes are useful in speeding the 
adoption of changes, reducing the accompanying frictions, identifying 
unanticipated obstacles, and especially adapting changes to working-level 
realities. Participatory processes can be beneficial both in motivating staff
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and in improving operations as an adjunct to, but not a substitute for, 
managerial initiatives and responsibilities.

Civil Service Compensation

As a problem in motivation, the compensation levels of civil servants cannot 
be avoided. During the immediate postcolonial period, civil service salaries 
generally provided a relatively secure and dignified standard of living at all 
levels of the hierarchy, with the promise of an adequate pension upon 
retirement. Especially for professionals and members of the administrative 
elite, whose positions had been held mainly by colonial expatriates, salaries 
and perquisites such as housing and transportation were very generous by 
local standards, providing inciunbents With comfortable middle-class life
styles. The years since independence have witnessed in most developing 
countries the progressive erosion of the real compensation of civil servants 
as inflation and chronic fiscal stringency have eaten away at real salaries. 
Multiplication of the numbers of government employees for reasons of 
patronage or as antidotes to the political risks of educated unemployment 
has put further pressiue on salary scales. As a consequence, in many Third 
World coimtries civil service salaries at all levels are now insufficient to 
support families. Those who can, abandon their positions to join the private 
sector or to emigrate; those who remain must often supplement their 
salaries by engaging in corrupt practices, Jnoonlighting in second and third 
jobs, or drawing on private or family resources. Salary differentials between 
sdnior posts and rank-and-file positions have been sharply compressed.

The consequence has been demoralization, loss of status and self-esteem, 
and inability or disinclination to concentrate on official responsibilities, not 
to mention efforts to be responsive to the public (Klitgaard 1989). Although 
the stress is more intense in some countries than in others, the problem is 
sufficiently pervasive to constitute a general threat to the ability of govern
ments to manage developmental services. States, such as Malaysia, whose 
governments have demonstrated the ability and willingness to maintain the 
real value of civil service compensation, continue to be rewarded by 
relatively competent, faithful, and honest performance. In other states such 
as Nepal and Ghana, which have been imable to do so, public services have 
virtually collapsed, and those that remain are riddled with corruption and 
malfeasance. Material compensation alone may not be enough to motivate 
competent, devoted, and responsive performance, but the impoverishment 
of civil servants almost certainly destroys all incentives.

Rectifying this impasse produces multiple dilemmas. Restoring economic 
growth and implementing more effective tax regimes,are essential but 
obviously not easy. Privatization and deregulation reduce the need, at least 
on the inargin, for government services, but discharging redundant staff
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increases unemployment and suffering and, at least in the short run, 
political alienation. Restoring salary differentials that recognize and reward 
greater responsibilities may help to retain and remotivate professional and 
managerial persormel, but the latter cannot perform if subordinate staff 
continue to feel that their essential livelihoods have not been attended to.

Even in states where the salary crunch has not assumed crisis proportions, 
inadequate financial compensation drains the morale of civil servants and 
limits their commitment to the minimum that the job requires. Motivational 
measures such as participatory management, better training, more ad
equate facilities, better working conditions, and nonmaterial recognition 
and rewards are important supplements, but they cannot serve as substi
tutes for fair salaries and reasonable material compensation. Development 
mangement may be hostage in many countries to the primordial task of 
salary rectification to the minimum tlueshold that permits civil servants to 
meet the basic material needs of their families. Only at that point can other 
incentives that promote excellence and responsiveness be brought into play.

POLITICAL PRESSURES:
RESPONSIVENESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

In the conventional theory and standard practice of bureaucracy, account
ability runs exclusively to hierarchical superiors. The preferences of the 
various publics are presumably expressed and reflected through conven
tional political processes, whiA eventually reach government elites and 
may result in revised laws, policies, or administrative rules. Alternatively, 
information flowing through bureaucratic channels may achieve similar 
results. In practice, those at all levels who can mobilize political clout may 
attempt to penetrate bureaucratic structures in order to influence behavior 
and outputs in directions beneficial to them. Political pressure at the level 
of program implementation is generally considered in bureaucratic circles 
to be illegitimate, "political interference" that most career officials resent 
and deplore as compromising legal and objective standards in decision 
making, impairing the integrity of hierarchical authority, and undermining 
the basic bureaucratic ethos of accountability upward.

In the authoritarian political systems that prevail in most LDCs, where the 
publics are politically demobilized and relatively powerless, the ethos and 
practice of upward accountability effectively strip them of significant 
influence over the behavior or the outputs of bureaucratic agencies. The 
result is also a loss in efficiency, since officials whose accountability is only 
upward are inclined to respect the uniformity of rules and standard 
procedures rather than adapting their efforts and outputs to the specific 
conditions and preferences, not to mention the convenience; of their



publics. One of the objectives of development management must be to 
achieve greater responsiveness by bureaucratic actors to their diverse 
publics, to constrain the dominant theme of accountability upward with the 
necessity of responsiveness downward.

Such responsiveness is most likely to be realized when the publics have 
the capacity to articulate their interests, when they are organized formally 
or informally into associations that empower them to express their collec
tive demands, to engage in some patterns of exchange with suppliers of 
services (Esman and Uphoff 1984). There is no dearth of grassroots associa
tions in developing countries, but their activities are limited by concerns on 
the part of state elites that autonomous associations might challenge their 
political control or, like local authorities, provide political bases for oppo
sitional or even subversive forces. Most such associations, however, tend to 
be apolitical and pose no real threat to state elites; many rulers have gained 
increased confidence in their ability to maintain their grip on power; and 
fiscal stringency compels governments to look for alternative or comple
mentary sources of resource mobilization and to enhance the efficiency of 
the resources they commit to public services. The latter requires greater 
responsiveness to specific publics and this, in turn, necessitates a shift in 
bureaucratic accountability to include the relevant public as well as hierar
chical superiors.

The themes of dual accountability and optimal responsiveness cannot be 
treated simplistically. Both concepts involve internal tensions. Responsive
ness to publics involves a beneficial change in emphasis in the direction of 
instrumental efficiency and consumer satisfaction, and it sets the precondi
tions for the realization of coproduction, a concept that is elaborated in 
Chapter 6. Responsiveness, however, can seldom if ever be complete or 
categorical. Some demands from some elements in the public may be so 
unreasonable, so self-regarding, indeed so contrary to law and policy as to 
be totally unacceptable—to be heard but not heeded. Moreover, there are 
necessary boundaries, varying from program to program, that must con
strain the ability of field-level staff to modify rules and procedures in the 
interest of responsiveness and satisfying consumer demand. For these 
reasons, the concept of optimal responsiveness is appropriate; this means 
greater responsiveness than is now practiced or permitted in most bureau
cracies, but responsiveness that is limited by the legitimate requirements of 
systemwide equity and responsibility.

Similarly, accountability—the sense of whom subordinate officials must 
satisfy—can be neither entirely upward nor entirely downward. The goals 
of development administration require that government servants feel a 
much greater obligation than in the past to satisfy the public, and that 
evidence of the practice of this kind of accoimtabiUty should become an 
important criterion in evaluating their performance. But this must be
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consistent with the continuing and simultaneous imperative of upward 
accountability, which is essential to the integrity of responsible govern
ment. Such tensions or competing pressures are common in human affairs 
and can never be eliminated or entirely resolved. The loosening of bureau
cratic structures in ipost LDCs, however, requires significant movement ih 
the direction of greater responsiveness and accoimtability by civil servants 
to the publics they are committed to serve. Combined with participatory 
management, responsiveness downward to public demand represents a 
far-reaching reform in public management.

CONTROL OF ABUSES

Themain abuses associated with Third World bureaucracies are corruption, 
negligence, and arbitrary behavior, all of which victimize the public and 
compromise the effectiveness of development management. Corruption 
usually involves the selling of public services or preferential access to public 
services that should be awarded according to objective criteria, free of what 
economists euphemistically designate as "rents" or unearned income (Scott 
1972; Nicholson and Connerley 1989). In many countries and in many 
departments, official corruption has become institutionalized, a predictable 
element in transactions between the public and government personnel. 
Often justified in terms of low civil service salaries, it has the effect of 
diverting resources for the benefit of civil servants and their political 
patrons while taxing the public and undermining respect for government.

Negligence, on the other hand, is a consequence of nonfeasance by 
officials, depriving the public of services to which they are legally entitled; 
in effect, the withering of bureaucratic discipline as civil servants attend to 
their own interests and convenience rather than those of the public. Negli
gence or nonfeasance may also be explained by shortages of supplies or 
feilure of government to provide transport.

The related abuse of arbitrariness can be defined as the treatment of the 
public by procedures that are impredictable, vary over time, or discriminate 
among individuals and groups.

These abusive forms of behavior are partly the consequence of failures to 
exercise managerial control; they also reflect the penetration into bureau
cratic ranks of norms from the surrounding society, such as obhgations to 
kinsfolk that make more effective claims on the behavior of civil servants 
than the formal rules of office. These can explain but never justify the 
abuses. Minimizing their incidence is a compelling requirement of develop
ment management. One such method is to reduce the secrecy and increase 
the transparency of government transactions, especially in the financial 
realm. Capitalizing on this transparency—on the increased availability of
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information and the openness of transactions—^requires an activated pub
lic, a function that can be performed by the networks of local associatioi^ 
that I have already mentioned. Empowered by self-organization, public 
opinion can help to hold civil servants to acceptable standards of behavior. 
Tlie same can be said for government audits, an expression of top-down 
control. However, the fear of audits can be effective only if they are 
relatively speedy and public and if officials understand that audit informa
tion will be followed up by action that might jeopardize their careers. 
Control of the bureaucratic abuses that are endemic in Third World coun
tries requires combined pressures and sanctions from above and from 
below. These can be strengthened by journalism, which is free enough and 
courageous enough to expose and attack instances of bureaucratic abuse.

The internalization of professional norms can be a major inhibitor to 
abusive behavior, a theme that is examined at some length in Chapter 7. 
None of these methods alone is likely to be effective. The control of these 
pervasive abuses is a serious and continuing challenge to development 
nianagement because they entail the demoralization of public services, the 
failure of discipline, the waste of resources, and the consequent alienation 
of the public. Cynical acquiescence in such abuses because they "lubricate" 
and speed official transactions, or because they represent human nature, or 
because they inhere in the cultures of less developed societies only confirms 
the perverse suspicion that Third World governments—"soft states"—are 
inherently corrupt and cannot contribute to economic and social develop
ment (Myrdal 1968). Principled management can limit these abuses, but 
only if it is prepared to confront them directly.

Some students of development administration have been so alarmed by 
the pervasiveness of bureaucratic abuses, ranging from corruption and 
arbitrariness to the self-regarding employment of political power, that they 
advise against any enhancement of bureaucratic capabilities lest these 
increased capacities only exacerbate the abusive behavior and degenerate 
into uncontrolled bureaucratic politics (Riggs 1963). Accordingly, they urge 
that priority be assigned to strengthening the legal and political institutions 
that control bureaucracies before investing resources in strengthening 
them. The mainline position in this controversy, one that 1 have consistently 
supported, has argued that economic and social development depends 
critically on building the capacities of governments to produce and provide 
essential services. Although this emphasizes— b̂ut is not limited to—the 
need to strengthen the organizational capacities of the state and its agencies, 
it does not ipso facto diminish the importance of simultaneously controlling 
the political and operational abuses to which public bureaucracies are 
vulnerable. Thus the legal-political institutions and the bureaucratic insti
tutions of government both need strengthening; the capacities of the state 
in the face of imperative needs cannot be allowed to languish because of
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fears that they may be abused pending the viability of mechanisms of 
control. But warnings about the dangers of abuse ought to be taken 
seriously; measures of control ought to be promoted lest public bureaucra
cies victimize the societies they are designed to serve.

MANAGING CONTINGENCIES

Many social scientists are hostile to bureaucracy, especially to state bureau
cracy, for a variety of reasons: because it distorts market processes; because 
it wields arbitrary power; because'hierarchical authority relationships 
compromise human dignity, block information flows, and demotivate 
creative job performance; because self-regarding bureaucratic power dis
torts policy goals and exploits the public. Not satisfied merely to condemn 
bureaucracy, a number of observers have written epitaphs on bureaucracy 
as a form of human organization, for government as well as industry. But 
despite such predictions, many of which are expressions of wish fulfillment, 
bureaucracy has dem onstrate remarkable robustness and resilience, no
where more evident than in the governments of developing countries. The 
reasons are that (1) bureaucracy provides a form of organization that 
permits reasonably disciplined control by state elites of complex and large- 
scale activities over time and extended space and (2) no feasible substitute 
has been found. It is therefore likely to persist and to remain the organiza
tional environment in which development managers must function.

Like all human institutions, bureaucracy entaik many problems, some of 
which thwart and become impediments to social and economic develop
ment. By experience and by the intellectual contributions of many social 
scientists, means have been innovated to compensate for the dysfimctioHs 
and vulnerabilities of bureaucratic organization so that, in the hands of 
competent and committed development managers, such structures can 
continue to be instrumental to social and economic development.

The principal methods for adapting bureaucratic organization to devel
opmental tasks have been outlined in this chapter. They include the en
hancement of performance orientation, with an emphasis on responsiveness 
to public demand, implemented by individual and group incentives and 
rewards calibrated to the realization of programmatic goals. By structural 
changes such as administrative deconcentration, by process innovations 
such as social marketing and improved information flows, and by the 
powerful motivational patterns inherent in participatory management, 
organizational norms and priorities can shift from mindless compliance 
with procedures and control of inputs to the achievement of programmatic 
goals, which, in turn, takes explicitly into account the needs and preferences 
of the concerned publics. When possible, the publics should be induced to
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coproduce services and contribute information, material support, and 
managerial energies to activities from which they benefit. This shift in 
emphasis stimulates organizational learning—the consequence of freer 
flows of information within the organization and between the organi^tion 
and its publics; organizational learning contributes, in turn, to reduction of 
the uncertainties that are inherent in all development programs.

"Contingency theory," which has recently emerged, argues that the 
gfmrhjrp of organizations and theprocediues they employ must be adapted 

^ h e  natural and .social environm^tsilLMd^cIxaervices are provided and 
must take account of the technologies employed. The operation of an airline 
requires highly centralized management and adherence to standardized 
procedures that are rigorously enforced; an urban sites and services project 
should, on the other hand, be flexible and adaptable to local conditions. This 
very sensible approach to organizational choice places organizations on a 
continuum between two poles: the "mechanical," which conforms in its 
essentials to the hierarchical, rule-bound service-delivery model, and the 
"organic," which emphasizes flexible patterns, participation, horizontal 
communication, and openness to public demands and preferences (Hage 
and Finsterbusch 1987). In this scheme, the environment of government 
requires that its service-providing agencies be closer to the mechanical pole 
and remain bureaucratic in their structure, but they should nevertheless be 
able to temper biireaucratic rigidities, as technologies and environmental 
conditions permit, by decentralization, participatory processes, homontal 
exchanges, and openness to the influence of publics and their associations. 
Nongovernment organizations are more likely to be located on the organic 
side of the continuum because they are less constrained than government 
organizations by the imperatives of control and accountability. These 
findings, emphasizing as they do environmental and technological contin
gencies, confirm the likelihood that government services must continue to 
be provided through bureaucratic channels and processes, which, however, 
can be relaxed to accommodate heterogeneous environments and techno
logical constraints by such methods as have been outlined in this chapter.

Development managers need not take sides in the classical debate among 
organization theorists between the rationalists and the incrementalists. The 
fm-mpr. in the tradition of scientific management, hold that administrative 
operations should bT~aesIghed, planned, and contaoliedlrom above m 

fn mayimiy;̂  pfficient goal achievement at minimal cost (Gulick ̂ cT  
ijj^ ick  1954). Tl^ la tte r  a r ^ e  fhaf im ^ fe c t information and unantici
pated changes arecertain to defy the pjannersTIfiat naana^m eptcan best be 
rr.T>rpivpd~^ a nrnce.ss of coping through incremi5ital and sequential 
STEiistmentZ and that intuition and eaucateaTudgmint tend to be m ^  
r^ahlft-toola-uaLjTia^^ rigoroi^ design andJd^lLcaah;olg_
(Mintzberg 1973). Any form of purposeKncoTIec^^ must, however.
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involve some rational effort to specify objectives, relate limited means to 
these objectives, schedule the deployment of means over time and space, 
and evaluate results. The attempt to impose such elemental rationality on 
program operations is basic to the managerial fimction. But because imcer- 
tainties, turbulence, and contingencies are inherent in the environment of 
development managers, they must frequently look beyond plans and 
schedules, rules and precedents, to pragmatic expedients and educated 
judgment. Since circumstances determine which approach or combination 
of approaches is appropriate, development managers must be equipped to 
employ rational methods where possible, judgmental expedients where 
necessary, and organizational learning at all times.

Structural and procedural reforms can make a significant difference in 
adapting bureaucratic organizations to developmental tasks, but their 
implementation is not guaranteed. Although bureaucracy remains the basic 
organizational framework for development management, the individual 
agency of government has ceased to be an adequate context for the exertions 
of most development managers. The reasons for this are the growing 
complexity of government and the proliferation of functionally specialized 
activities. Since each of the latter is contained within a separate bureaucratic 
structure, it becomes impossible for development managers to discharge 
their programmatic responsibilities without taWng into^accoimt and com
ing to terms with parallel goyernmeiital entities (Aldrich 1979). To do their 
jobs adequately, development managers must master their own organiza- 
tioirs, but they can no longer so liiriit their scope. External relationships 
assume imperative claims on their time, energi^, and political skills. We 
turn to the growing challenges of interbxireaucratic interactions in the next 
chapter.


